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Omaha Beach
Landing sector OMAHA, adjacent to the west of the British
landing sector GOLD, was one of the two U.S. landing
sectors under the command of the First U.S. Army and its
commanding general, Lieutenant General Omar Bradley
on D-Day. The U.S. V Corps commanded by Major General
Leonard T. Gerow was selected for the landing on OMAHA
Beach. In early June 1944, the U.S. V Corps consisted of
the 1st U.S. Infantry Division (Major General Clarence R.
Huebner), the 29th U.S. Infantry Division (Major General
Charles H. Gerhardt), and the 2nd U.S. Infantry Division
(Major General Walter Robertson).
According to the original plan drawn up by COSSAC in
1943, the OMAHA Beach sector was to be the westernmost
of only three planned landing sectors. Only after the 21st
Army Group was placed under the command of General
Montgomery, who regarded the length of the attack front
as insufficient, was the frontage extended to include the
sectors UTAH to the west and SWORD to the east.
Landing sector OMAHA thus played a central role in the
landings. Failure on OMAHA Beach would confront the
Anglo-Americans with the problem of two separate beachheads too far apart to support each other.
The 1st U.S. Infantry Division (The Big Red One, named
for its famous divisional insignia) was selected for the
attack on OMAHA Beach because this unit was the most
experienced U.S. infantry division in the European Theater of Operations (ETO) at that point in the war.
With a width of about 6.5 km, OMAHA Beach was wide
enough to allow the assault of two regiments side by side
in the first wave of attack. Accordingly, the order for the
U.S. V Corps was to advance east, south, and west after
breaking through the Atlantic Wall. To accomplish this
challenging task, the U.S. V Corps had to attack with two
infantry divisions on D-Day, each of which was assigned
different directions of advance. In order to avoid major
regrouping of individual units after breaking through the
Atlantic Wall and thus to be able to advance directly in the
ordered directions, the units of the first attack waves had
to come from two divisions. Therefore, it was decided to
divide OMAHA Beach into two halves.
The eastern half was assigned to the 1st Infantry Division
(Big Red One), which was to push south, southeast, and
east and also make contact with an advanced element of
the British XXX Corps landing on GOLD Beach.
The western half was assigned to the 29th U.S. Infantry
Division (Blue and Gray Division), which was to advance
southwest and west and link up with the U.S. VII Corps
landing on UTAH Beach. To ensure a smooth coordination
that was so important during the immediate landing phase
between the formations of the two assault divisions, the
U. S. V Corps decided that the 116th and 115th Infantry
Regiments, which belonged to the 29th Infantry Division,
were subordinated to the 1st Infantry Division during the
actual landing phase. This measure was to ensure a unified
and consistent command structure for all assault units
during the critical landing phase.
Once a sufficient number of troops were ashore, the 29th
Infantry Division was to resume command of its two units
and continue the advance inland, now as a fully activated
and autonomous division, to achieve its assigned operational objectives. To ensure a continuous and consistent
command structure for the 115th and 116th Regiments
subordinated to the 1st U.S. Infantry Division on D-Day,
these two units were combined into a provisional brigade

(the so-called Bastard Brigade) under the command of the
experienced assistant commander of the 29th Infantry
Division, Brigadier General Norman "Dutch" Cota. Cota
had previously served as Chief of Staff of the 1st Infantry
Division in North Africa and Sicily, and therefore had an
excellent relationship with the general staff and the men of
the 1st Infantry Division.
By the time of the Normandy landings, the infantrymen of
the 1st Infantry Division had been deployed in the European Theater of Operation (ETO) for more than a year and
a half. The division had already earned a stellar reputation
during World War I. On October 10, 1917, its divisional
artillery fired the first U.S.-American shells in anger on
German positions, and on October 25, 1917, the division
suffered the first casualties of U.S. forces in World War I.
In April 1918, after a period in which green U.S. troops
had to learn the hard way how to wage a modern war, the
division, now nicknamed the "Fighting First", experienced
its first success in battle by seizing the village of Cantigny
and was the first U.S. formation to take numerous German
prisoners.
After the armistice in November 1918, the 1st Infantry
Division was the first American outfit to cross the Rhine
River and enter Germany, and again the last division to
return to the United States after its occupation service at
Koblenz in the Rhine valley had ended on August 25, 1919.
In the interwar years, the division was then one of the few
U.S. divisions not demobilized.
During World War II, the division continued its tradition
of being first in action. As early as August 2, 1942, eight
months after Hitler's declaration of war on the United
States, the "Big Red One" was transferred from New York
to Scotland, from where it was moved to County Wiltshire
in southwest England. In the next two months, the outfit
participated in numerous maneuvers to train and prepare
for its first deployment in World War II, the amphibious
landings in North Africa. On October 26, 1942, the troop
transport ships took to sea, two weeks later, on November
8, 1942, the division landed near the city of Oram in Algeria in Operation TORCH. From there, the division fought
its way through Algeria and, after the defeat of the German
Panzerarmee Afrika in May 1943, successfully participated
in the amphibious landing operation in Sicily, where it was
in action until the end of the fighting on August 16, 1943.
On October 23, 1943, the division embarked at Augusta,
on the east coast of Sicily, and sailed back to England to
prepare for the assault in Normandy. Back in England, the
formation was at once taken through a detailed training
program by its new commander, Major General Clarence
R. Huebner, who had taken command on August 7, 1943.
Unlike the 1st Infantry Division, which was a regular U.S.
Army Infantry Division, the 29th Infantry Division was an
outfit formed from the U.S. National Guard. It was formed
in July 1917 from the National Guard of Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, and the District of Columbia,
so it consisted of troops stationed in both the southern and
northern states of the USA.
The memory of the American Civil War, which had ended
52 years before, had not yet faded, and the many atrocities
committed by Yankees and Confederates in the three-year
slaughter were still present in the minds of many citizens.
Nevertheless, the American people stood together in times
of national crisis. For this reason, a divisional crest was
chosen as a symbol of unity that contained the two colors
blue and gray in a circle, thus uniting the colors of the
uniforms of the northern and southern states worn in the
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American Civil War. The "Blue and Gray" Division was
sent to France in June 1918 and demobilized at the end of
the war, whereupon the individual units regained their
original National Guard status. During the interwar years,
the units of the 29th Infantry Division were mustered for
just two weeks each year for a joint maneuver in which the
coordination and interaction of larger units was practiced.
After the outbreak of World War II, the division was
reactivated at Fort Meade, Maryland, on February 3, 1941.
In late September 1942, the unit was ordered to embark
for the United Kingdom, and on the 26th of that month,
large parts of the division boarded the British luxury liner
Queen Mary for the perilous voyage across the North
Atlantic. The remaining units in the United States followed
on October 5, 1942, aboard the "Queen Elizabeth".
By October 11, all units had arrived in England and were
billeted in Tidworth, County Wiltshire, for seven months.
From Tidworth, the division was moved to Devon and
Cornwall in southwest England in the summer of 1943.
In the spring of 1943, the 29th Infantry Division was still
the only U.S. division in the United Kingdom at that time.
Its predecessor in Tidworth, the 1st Infantry Division, had
been sent to North Africa in October 1942, and the other
U.S. divisions participating in Operation TORCH were
transported directly from the United States to the North
African Theater of Operations.
The men of the 29th Infantry Division, by now derisively
but aptly nicknamed "England’s Own," were beginning to
wonder if they would ever see combat. In July 1943, the
acting division commander, Major General Leonard T.
Gerow, was appointed commander of the U.S. V Corps,
and the division was taken over by Major General Charles
Gerhard. In September 1943, the division became the first
U.S. formation to move to the just-completed U.S. Army
Assault Training Center in Woolacombe, North Devon, to
train amphibious landings. As D-Day approached, training
was intensified. In December 1943 and January 1944, the
unit together with the 1st Infantry Division took part in
several amphibious landing maneuvers at Slapton Sands,
South Devon (Exercise DUCK). Then, on April 27, 1944,
the last and by far the largest landing maneuver, Exercise
FABIUS, began.
Units of the 29th Infantry Division slated for the attack in
sector OMAHA, landed on the beach of Slapton Sands
without incident during Exercise FABIUS I on May 3. This
was a great relief for SHAEF as only a few days earlier, on
the night of April 27-28, a flotilla of nine German E-boats
had attacked the 1st Engineer Special Brigade’s convoy of
eight landing ships tank (LST) carrying vehicles and combat engineers during their final landing maneuver for the
assault on UTAH Beach, Exercise TIGER, sinking two
LSTs and severely damaging a third. At least 749 American servicemen lost their lives and over 300 were seriously
wounded in this attack. In mid-May 1944, the 29th Infantry Division was transferred to its assembly camps on the
south coast of England and on June 3, 1944, together with
the 1st Infantry Division, embarked on troop transport
ships in the ports of Portland, Weymouth, and Poole for
their voyage across the English Channel.
For the Normandy landings, U.S. Army infantry regiments
of the first assault waves had been organized into so-called
Regimental Combat Teams (RCTs). Regimental Combat
Teams differed from normal U.S. Army infantry regiments
in that the artillery battalion was commanded by the RCT
commander and not by the brigadier general normally in
charge of the divisional artillery. Besides, the equipment of
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the rifle companies of the first assault waves included not
only small-caliber firearms such as rifles or machine guns,
but each unit also had numerous specialists (called demolition teams) in its ranks armed with Bangalore torpedoes
(for blasting barbed wire obstacles), 60-mm mortars,
flamethrowers, bazookas, and wire cutters. All these were
additional weapons and tools deemed necessary for the
breakthrough of the allegedly impregnable Atlantic Wall.
In addition to the two assault divisions described above,
two highly specialized U.S. units, the 2nd and 5th Ranger
Battalions, were also to take part in the assault in the first
landing waves in sector OMAHA on D-Day. The Rangers
were tasked with carrying out two particularly dangerous
missions. The two Ranger battalions were organized into a
so-called Ranger Assault Group, led by Lieutenant Colonel
James Earl Rudder, who was also commander of the 2nd
Ranger Battalion.
The U.S. Army Rangers were an elite force that, like the
British Commandos, had to undergo special training to be
able to fulfill their special assignments. Both Ranger battalions, composed entirely of volunteers, were formed at the
same time in Camp Forrest, Tennessee, on April 1, 1943,
and were then activated on September 1, 1943. After four
months of hard training in the USA, the two formations
embarked in New York Harbor in early January 1944 for
Liverpool in the United Kingdom, where they arrived on
January 18, 1944. In Scotland, special training continued
and was intensified under instructions of Brigadier Lord
Lovat’s No. 4 Commando. An extended stint at the U.S.
Army Assault Training Center at Woolacombe, North
Devon, was followed by training on the coast of the Isle of
White and the southern English coastal town of Swanage,
Dorset, where the Rangers practiced scaling sheer cliffs.
The final phase of training for the Rangers was the major
amphibious landing maneuvers of Exercise FABIUS at
Slapton Sands, Devon. At long last, on June 1, 1944, the
Rangers boarded their transport ships in Portland harbor
and readied themselves for their voyage across the English
Channel.
Similar to the infantry divisions of the first assault wave in
the British-Canadian landing sectors SWORD, JUNO, and
GOLD, the U.S. assault divisions attacking landing sectors
OMAHA and UTAH were reinforced by additional units to
reach the level of firepower deemed necessary to pierce the
Atlantic Wall.
At OMAHA Beach, the 1st and 29th Infantry Divisions
received additional artillery support from the 62nd and
58th Armored Field Artillery Battalions equipped with M7
Priest 105-mm self-propelled guns. Armored support, so
important during the first landing phase, was provided by
two tank battalions, the 741st and 743rd Tank Battalions,
respectively, which deployed 64 amphibious Duplex Drive
and 32 regular Sherman tanks. With the exception of the
Duplex Drive Sherman tanks, however, U.S. forces were
denied the use of other types of special armor developed
by the creative team of Major General Sir Percy Hobart
("Hobart’s Funnies"), which should prove so successful in
the British-Canadian landing sectors on D-Day.
Given the large number of casualties, the American assault
troops sustained on OMAHA Beach, the lack of "Hobart’s
Funnies" later became the subject of controversy and led
to General Bradley being criticized for his alleged lack of
resolve in dealing with the problem of overcoming and
destroying the foreshore obstacles and defenses. In fact,
Generals Eisenhower and Bradley had observed demonstrations of "Hobart’s Funnies" in January and February
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1944, and Eisenhower strongly recommended that the
U.S. First Army adds these vehicles to its arsenal. Bradley
commented that "the addition of the Churchills would
require retraining of our tank drivers and maintenance
men and a complicated separate supply chain for spare
parts." He added: "had the "Funnies" been conceived
earlier, in time to adapt their gadgetry to Sherman tanks,
we would probably have made use of them."
However, shortly after the second demonstration of the
"Hobart’s Funnies", Brigadier General Otway Herbert of
the 21st Army Group’s Operational Research Branch wrote
to the U.S. Department of War requesting a variety of
Sherman-based "Funnies" for use in the First U.S. Army.
Herbert concluded his letter by stating that "in the event of
the U.S. Army being equipped with similar equipment
from U.S. sources, or suitable substitutes, the equipment
will be returned to the British."
This suggests that Bradley and the U.S. First Army staff
had proposed and approved the use of other types of
"Hobart’s Funnies" on D-Day. In the end, the probable
reason for the absence of British-built AVRE engineer
vehicles on both OMAHA and UTAH beaches was the
production shortage on the British side. There simply was
not enough time to manufacture and convert enough
specialized engineer vehicles for both British Second Army
and First U.S. Army to use on D-Day so that except for the
amphibious Sherman DD tanks used on all five landing
beaches on June 6, 1944, a full range of "Hobart’s Funnies" was unfortunately only available to British-Canadian
forces assaulting Gold, Juno, and Sword beaches.
The Americans were therefore forced to rely more on the
deployment of a large number of combat engineers, who,
in addition to clearing the ubiquitous foreshore and beach
obstacles were to blast bunkers and anti-tank walls, fill in
anti-tank trenches, and clear breaches in the extensive
minefields on OMAHA Beach.
In addition to the 1st and 121st Engineer Combat Battalions, which were organic elements of the 1st and 29th
Infantry Divisions, and two Engineer Combat Battalions
attached to the two assault divisions, i.e. the 20th and
112th Engineer Combat Battalions (ECB), two other specialized engineer units were deployed to provide support
in executing the numerous tasks.
The so-called Special Engineer Task Force, SETF, comprised elements of the 146th and 299th Engineer Combat
Battalions and 21 Naval Combat Demolition Unit Teams
(NCDUs), with each NCDU one officer and 12 other ranks
strong. The additional Army and Navy engineer units of
the SETF were used to form 16 so-called Gap Demolition
Teams, each about 41 men strong. Each Gap Demolition
Team in turn included an NCDU (13 men) and a Beach
Obstacle Demolition Party (a BODP consisted of 28 U.S.
Army engineers).
These 16 Gap Demolition Teams were supported by eight
support teams, including five combined NCDU and BODP
teams, and three combined BODP and Army engineer
teams. The task of the 16 Gap Demolition Teams was to
land on the beach three minutes after the first assault
wave of infantry had arrived and clear a total of 16 gaps,
each at least 45 meters wide, in the four rows of foreshore
(tidal flat) obstacles. The Gap Demolition Teams were to
be supported by 16 armored tank dozers (Sherman tanks
equipped with a dozer blade attached to the front of the
tank), which were to be unloaded directly from 16 Landing
Craft Tank (LCT, special landing craft that had a cargo
capacity of 136 tons and was able to carry four medium

tanks), on the beach at 6:30 am. The cleared breaches then
had to be marked with buoys and colored pennants so that
succeeding landing craft could safely reach the beach
through these cleared gaps once the incoming tide had
risen above the obstacles and made them invisible.
Shortly after the Special Engineer Task Force landed, the
second additional engineer force, the 5th and 6th Engineer
Special Brigades, combined into a so-called Provisional
Engineer Special Brigade Group, was to land with a total
of six Engineer Combat Battalions. These outfits were
ordered to help remove obstacles and clear bunkers on the
beach and to organize the landing of supplies on the beach
after a beachhead had been successfully established.
The overview on the following page lists the units of the 1st
and 29th U.S. Infantry Divisions and the main support
units you will encounter during your three tours of sector
OMAHA Beach.
The mission of the U.S. V Corps
The mission of the V Corps on D-Day was to capture and
establish a secure bridgehead and extend it eastward to a
line from Port-en-Bessin to Tour-en-Bessin, westward to a
line from the mouth of the Vire River to Isigny-sur-Mer,
and southward to a line linking Tour-en-Bessin, Trévières
and Isigny-sur-Mer. This beachhead, which in its planned
dimension corresponded to an area about 26 km wide and
10 km deep, an area of about 260 square kilometers, was
to serve as a springboard for the intended joint advance
south with the British Second Army into the interior of the
Norman countryside. The ultimate objective of the U.S.
V Corps in the first days after the landing was primarily to
capture the strategically important towns of Caumont and
St-Lô, both 30 km south of OMAHA Beach. In addition,
another major objective of the U.S. V Corps on D-Day was
to establish contact with the British XXX Corps (50th
Infantry Division) landing on GOLD Beach to the east, and
with the U.S. VII Corps (4th U.S. Infantry Division and
82nd and 101st U.S. Airborne Divisions) which attacked
UTAH Beach to the west, to form a continuous beachhead.
The 1st and 29th Infantry Divisions were ordered to attack
OMAHA Beach at 6:30 a.m. and, with the support of the
assigned tank and engineer battalions, break through the
Atlantic Wall defenses. Once a breakthrough through the
first line had been achieved, the small seaside villages of
Vierville-sur-Mer, St-Laurent-sur-Mer, and Colleville-surMer, which were lined up behind OMAHA Beach along the
lateral coastal road Route Nationale 814 (the modern
D 514) almost like a string of pearls, were to be taken and
secured. After seizing and securing these three small and
quiet villages, the U.S. V Corps was to continue its advance
to the line Tour-en-Bessin - Trévières - Isigny-sur-Mer
(the so-called D-Day phase line) to establish a firm foothold north of the narrow Aure River.
Although sector OMAHA extended for more than 26 km
(from Port-en-Bessin in the east to the mouth of the Vire
River in the west), there was only a comparatively narrow
stretch of about 6.5 km suitable for the landing of the U.S.
V Corps. The mouth of the Vire River is characterized by
numerous shoals, and between the estuary of the Vire
River and the small port of Grandcamp are numerous
rocky reefs, called Les Roches de Grandcamp, which made
any approach and amphibious landing impossible. To the
east of Grandcamp (today Grandcamp-Maisy) is a rocky
coastline with almost vertical cliffs rising up to 30 m high,
in front of which only a narrow pebble beach extends.
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1st U.S. Infantry Division – Order of Battle
General Officer Commanding: Major General Clarence R. Huebner
16th RCT (16th Infantry Regiment and 5th Field Artillery Battalion)
18th RCT (18th Infantry Regiment and 7th Field Artillery Battalion)
26th RCT (26th Infantry Regiment and 32nd Field Artillery Battalion)
Divisional troops:
5th Field Artillery Battalion
7th Field Artillery Battalion
32nd Field Artillery Battalion
33rd Field Artillery Battalion
1st Engineer Combat Battalion
1st Reconnaissance Troop
Formations only subordinated during the landing phase:
741st Tank Battalion
20th Engineer Combat Battalion
Companies A and C, 81st Chemical Weapons Battalion
62nd Armored Field Artillery Battalion
Elements of the 635th Tank Destroyer Battalion

29th U.S. Infantry Division – Order of Battle
General Office Commanding: Major General Charles H. Gerhardt
115th RCT (115th Infantry Regiment and 110th Field Artillery Battalion*)
116th RCT (116th Infantry Regiment and 111th Field Artillery Battalion*)
175th RCT (175th Infantry Regiment and 224th Field Artillery Battalion)
*only subordinated during the first phase of the attack
Divisional troops:
110th Field Artillery Battalion
111th Field Artillery Battalion
224th Field Artillery Battalion
227th Field Artillery Battalion
121st Engineer Combat Battalion
29th Cavalry Reconnaissance Troop
Formations only subordinated during the landing phase:
743rd Tank Battalion
112th Engineer Combat Battalion
Companies B and D, 81st Chemical Weapons Battalion
58th Armored Field Artillery Battalion
Elements of the 635th Tank Destroyer Battalion
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U.S. V Corps Engineer Units at OMAHA Beach
Special Engineer Task Force (16 Gap Demolition Teams)
146th Engineer Combat Battalion
299th Engineer Combat Battalion
21 Naval Combat Demolition Unit (NCDU) Teams
Provisional Engineer Special Brigade Group
5th Engineer Special Brigade
37th Engineer Combat Battalion
336th Engineer Combat Battalion
348th Engineer Combat Battalion
6th Engineer Special Brigade
147th Engineer Combat Battalion
149th Engineer Combat Battalion
203rd Engineer Combat Battalion
These sheer cliffs are a natural and almost insurmountable
obstacle that stretches from Grandcamp over the striking
promontory of the Pointe du Hoc to Vierville-sur-Mer.
At the rocky headland of Pointe et Raz de la Percée, about
1 km west of Vierville-sur-Mer, the rocky coastline slowly
turns into a crescent-shaped bay with a wide sandy beach,
aptly named Plague d’Or (Golden Beach) by the locals.
Finally, at Vierville-sur-Mer, the steep cliffs give way to
bluffs of up to 50 m high, rising at a steep angle between
50 and 150 m behind the high-water mark. These bluffs
with the sandy beach and dunes extend for 6.5 km,
changing again at Grand Hameau into steep cliffs and
rocky reefs that reach as far as the small harbor town of
Port-en-Bessin. This 6.5 km wide stretch of beach, codenamed OMAHA Beach, was chosen for the landing of the
U.S. V Corps on D-Day.
Along OMAHA Beach, four gullies running north-south
opening from the beach give access up narrow lanes to the
three coastal villages. These four beach exits or gullies lead
to the villages of Vierville-sur-Mer, St-Laurent-sur-Mer,
and Colleville-sur-Mer situated along the modern D 514.
The three eastern beach exits leading to the lateral road,
Route Nationale 814, were mere dirt roads that quickly
turned into muddy trails during heavy rains, making them
unsuitable for vehicles. The only exception was the paved
road connecting the beachfront with Vierville-sur-Mer.
In addition to these four beach exits, there was a fifth exit
at the eastern end of OMAHA Beach. However, this track
was so steep and narrow in 1944 that it was not passable
by vehicles, not even tanks. Because of its limited usability,
this easternmost beach exit was therefore not considered
in the planning for the landing and the advance inland.
From the westernmost gully (Vierville-sur-Mer draw), a
2.1 km long beach promenade led to the valley of les Moulins, separating the dunes from the beach proper. Along
the promenade, a concrete sea wall extended to the second
beach exit (les Moulins draw) leading to St-Laurent-surMer. Further east of les Moulins, a dirt road running
parallel to the beach led to the two eastern beach exits, le
Ruquet (1.4 km from le Moulins) and Vallée du Ruisseau
des Moulins (3 km from les Moulins). Along the entire
beach, which east of les Moulins was a patchwork of
meadows, marshes, and dunes, there was a gently sloping

seam of palm-sized pebbles up to 15 meters wide above
the high-water mark, which was almost impassable even
for tracked vehicles. In front of this bank of pebbles, which
unfortunately is largely cleared today except for a few remnants in the eastern section of the beach, the large, slightly
landward sloping tidal range varied between 225 m and
270 m due to the maximum tidal range of 6.5 m at spring
tide. Like each sector on the landing beaches, OMAHA was
divided into several subsectors, designated from east to
west as follows:
GEORGE (Port-en-Bessin to Ste-Honorine), FOX (SteHonorine to Colleville-sur-Mer), EASY (Colleville-sur-Mer
to St-Laurent-sur-Mer), DOG (St-Laurent-sur-Mer to
Vierville-sur-Mer), CHARLIE (Vierville-sur-Mer to Pointe
du Hoc), BAKER (Pointe du Hoc to Maisy), and ABLE
(Maisy to the mouth of the Vire River).
The beach sectors where the U.S. V Corps was eventually
to land extended from the easternmost area of subsector
CHARLIE (bordering DOG GREEN) across DOG GREEN,
DOG WHITE, DOG RED, EASY GREEN, EASY RED to
FOX GREEN, which meant an attacking front about 5 km
wide. For better orientation, the four beach exits were also
given code names. The westernmost beach exit leading to
Vierville-sur-Mer was code-named D-1, the beach exit at
les Moulins and the one through the le Ruquet valley, both
leading to St-Laurent-sur-Me, were code-named D-3 and
E-1, respectively. Finally, the beach exit through the Vallée
du Ruisseau des Moulins leading to Colleville-sur-Mer was
code-named E-3. The easternmost exit, known as La Révolution, impassable for vehicles and leading to Cabourg,
was code-named F-1.
The plan of attack
H-Hour for the assault at landing sector OMAHA Beach
was set to 6:30 a.m., which was 65 minutes after low tide
(5:25 a.m.) and 32 minutes after sunrise (5:58 a.m.).
The troops of assault Force O (O for OMAHA), comprising
four Regimental Combat Teams (the 115th and 116th
RCTs, 29th Infantry Division, and the 16th and 18th RCTs,
1st Infantry Division), were to board the troopships of
Naval Task Force O (commanded by Rear Admiral Jim
Hall) at the ports of Weymouth, Portland, and Poole by
June 3 and began their 150 km voyage to OMAHA Beach
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on the afternoon of June 5. Some 34,000 men and 3,300
vehicles of Assault Force O were to land on OMAHA Beach
in 18 successive assault waves, arriving at the beach at
clearly defined intervals from 6:30 a.m. onwards. Once the
Atlantic Wall was pierced, the assault troops were to push
immediately inland.
Assault Force B, comprising the 175th RCT (29th Infantry
Division), the 26th RCT (1st Infantry Division), and the
2nd Infantry Division (Indian Head), was to board the
troop transports of Naval Task Force B (commanded by
Commodore C.D. Edgar) at the channel ports of Plymouth,
Falmouth, and Fowey and was to land on OMAHA Beach
on the afternoon of D-Day and the following day (D+1).
In the months and weeks leading up to D-Day, the Allied
Air Force had begun a concentrated bombardment of German coastal batteries along the entire coast of the English
Channel. In sector OMAHA, in particular, the 2. Batterie,
Heeres-Küsten-Artillerie-Abteilung 1260 (HKAA 1260),
located at the Pointe du Hoc, was repeatedly subjected to
heavy bombing raids, most recently on June 4, 1944.
On the night of June 5-6, RAF Bomber Command and the
Royal Canadian Air Force were to attack all German
coastal batteries between the mouth of the Seine River and
Cherbourg with a total of 1,333 heavy bombers. More than
5,300 tons of bombs were to be delivered in this attack
alone. Following this heavy attack, 480 B-24 Liberator
bombers of the Eighth U.S. Air Force were to drop a bomb
load of 1,285 tons on another 13 targets at OMAHA Beach
between 6:00 a.m. and 6:25 a.m. In addition, between
6:10 a.m. and 6:25 a.m., about 20 medium bombers of the
Ninth U.S. Air Force were to attack German batteries in
the western half of landing sector OMAHA at the Pointe
du Hoc and Les Perruques near Maisy.
As early as 5:50 a.m., the naval forces were to open fire on
all identified defenses at OMAHA Beach. Rear Admiral CF
Bryant's Bombardment Force C, which comprised the two
mighty battleships USS Texas and USS Arkansas, the
cruisers HMS Glasgow, FFS Montcalm, and FFS Georges
Leygues, and 12 destroyers, was ordered to destroy bunkers and other defenses on OMAHA Beach in a 30-minute
softening-up barrage that included calibers up to 346 mm.
Joining this inferno of fire and steel, two motorized artillery battalions (58th and 62nd Armored Field Battalions)
were to open fire on the beach installations with a total of
36 guns of 105-mm caliber (Priest self-propelled guns)
from 6:00 a.m.
Ten minutes later, five Landing Craft Gun-Large (LCG
(L)), each equipped with two 119-mm guns, were to open

fire on all identified resistance nests at OMAHA Beach.
At 6:15 a.m., 32 Sherman tanks of Companies A, 741st and
743rd Tank Battalions, were to open fire on the beach
fortifications from a distance of 3,000 m while still aboard
their 16 LCTs. Just before the first assault wave of infantry
landed, nine special Landing Craft Tank Rocket (LCT (R)),
each equipped with 1,000 rockets of caliber 135-mm, were
to fire salvos of screeching missiles at the German fortifications on the beach.
At 3:00 a.m., the assault troops of the first landing waves
aboard their troop transports, anchored in the so-called
Rendezvous Area about 18 km off-shore, were to transfer
into small landing craft for the assault on the beach.
At 4:30 a.m., about 200 LCVPs (Landing Craft Vehicle
Personnel) and LCAs (Landing Craft Attack, the British
version of the LCVP) were to move toward the so-called
Line of Departure, (LOD, the starting line or jump-off
point for the attack on OMAHA Beach), which was to be
marked by a ragged line of patrol craft about 3.5 km offshore. These pilot boats were to guide the landing craft to
their assigned positions at the LOD where they were to fan
out and wait for the signal to launch the attack on the
beach, known as the so-called run-in.
The first assault wave, which comprised some 50 landing
craft and about 1,500 men, was to start the so-called runin from the LOD at 6:13 a.m. and land on OMAHA Beach
at 6:31 a.m.
The western half of OMAHA Beach, i.e. subsectors DOG
GREEN, DOG WHITE, DOG RED, and EASY GREEN had
been assigned to the 116th RCT, whose first landing wave
comprised Companies A, G, F, and E (from west to east).
These four assault companies and eight follow-up companies of the 116th RCT, the latter were to land between
7:00 a.m. and 7:30 a.m., were tasked with capturing and
opening beach Exits D-1 (Vierville-sur-Mer) and D-3 (les
Moulins) and advancing toward Vierville-sur-Mer and
St-Laurent-sur-Mer, respectively.
In addition to the units of the 116th RCT, Company C, 2nd
Ranger Battalion, was to land on the boundary between
subsectors CHARLIE and DOG GREEN to support Company A, 116th RCT, in suppressing resistance nests WN-71,
WN-72, and WN-73 which blocked Exit D-1 and the road
leading to Vierville-sur-Mer. After opening Exit D-1, the
Rangers were to advance westward along the cliffs to the
promontory of the Pointe et Raz de la Percée, where they
were to destroy the German radar station "Imme", which
had already been damaged in a bombing raid in mid-May.
From the Pointe et Raz de la Percée, the Rangers were
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then to advance to the Pointe du Hoc to reinforce the two
Ranger Task Forces tasked with destroying the German
artillery battery.
The eastern half of OMAHA Beach (subsectors EASY RED
and FOX GREEN) was assigned to the 16th RCT, which
was to attack first with Companies E, F, I, and L to open
the beach Exits E-1 (le Ruquet) and E-3 (Vallée du Ruisseau des Moulins). Eight more assault companies were to
follow within the next 90 minutes, carrying the attack to
St-Laurent-sur-Mer and Colleville-sur-Mer.
Already at 6:25 a.m., i.e. six minutes before the scheduled
arrival of the first infantrymen on the beach, a total of 64
Duplex Drive Sherman tanks (32 DD tanks of Companies
B and C, 743rd Tank Battalion, in subsectors DOG GREEN
and DOG WHITE and 32 DD tanks of Companies B and C,
741st Tank Battalion, in subsectors EASY RED and FOX
GREEN) were to swim ashore and open fire on the German defenses. The amphibious tanks were to be launched
from the landing craft tank (LCTs) at 5:50 a.m. about 5 km
off the coast and were to reach the shore within 35 minutes. Five minutes after the Duplex Drive tanks, at precisely 6:30 a.m., the respective Companies A of the two
tank battalions were each to land 16 regular Sherman
tanks and eight so-called tank dozers (Sherman tanks with
a front-mounted dozer blade) directly from their LCTs on
the beach to join the battle.
At 6:33 a.m., the so-called Special Engineer Task Force
(made up of elements of the 146th and 299th Engineer
Combat Battalions and 21 Naval Combat Demolition Unit
Teams) was to land, which comprised 16 Gap Demolition
Teams and eight support teams. The task of these 16 Gap
Demolition Teams was to clear a total of 16 gaps, each at
least 45 meters wide, in the belts of foreshore obstacles.
These gaps then had to be marked with buoys and colored
flags allowing the landing craft to safely navigate through
the barriers at high tide when the obstacles would be invisible under the water’s surface. The engineers had only 30
minutes to complete their dangerous mission, as the seaward belts of foreshore obstacles would be quickly washed
over by the rising tide and had to be blown up before they
became submerged. In addition, another 16 assault companies and various other units organized in a total of five
landing waves were scheduled to land between 7:00 a.m.
and 7:30 a.m. so that even the demolition of foreshore
obstacles not yet washed over was no longer possible since
the explosions were a serious threat to the newly arrived
landing craft. The 16 tank dozers were to support the
engineers in their hazardous work and also had to clear
several gaps in the narrow bank of pebbles which was
otherwise impassable for wheeled and tracked vehicles.
Only then could vehicles leave the tidal flat and advance
inland via the four gullies.
The U.S. V Corps was to take control of the four beach
exits by 9:30 a.m. enabling armored vehicles to advance to
Vierville-sur-Mer, St-Laurent-sur-Mer, and Colleville-surMer. At 9:30 a.m., the landing of the 2nd Battalion, 18th
RCT, in subsector EASY RED represented the beginning of
the next major wave of amphibious landings at OMAHA
Beach.
The 115th RCT, 29th Infantry Division, designated as the
reserve formation of Force O, was to land a little later in
subsectors DOG RED and EASY GREEN to support the
116th RCT in its push westward toward Isigny-sur-Mer.
The exact time and place of the landing of the 26th RCT,
the first major formation of Force B, would only be determined by the commanding general of the V Corps, Major

General Gerow, in the afternoon of D-Day, once the least
dangerous and most suitable subsector on OMAHA Beach
had been identified. The 175th Infantry Regiment, on the
other hand, was to disembark only on June 7, along with
the first elements of the 2nd Infantry Division (nicknamed
"Indian Head").

OMAHA Beach landing subsectors and beach exits

In addition to the landing at OMAHA Beach, an amphibious assault was scheduled for the early morning of June 6
against the 2. Batterie, Heeres-Küsten-Artillerie-Abteilung
1260, positioned at the Pointe du Hoc.
At the Pointe du Hoc, a promontory of 30 m high, steep,
and rocky cliffs jutting into the English Channel 6.5 km
west of OMAHA beach, six war-booty French 155-mm
guns with a range of almost 20 km were installed in open
ring positions (so-called "offene Ringstellungen"). These
guns were a significant threat to the landings on OMAHA
and UTAH beaches and to the harbor towns of Grandcamp
and Isigny-sur-Mer. The heavy German battery was thus a
major hazard to the First U.S. Army’s landings and had to
be silenced at any cost.
The Pointe du Hoc had already been subjected to multiple
bombing raids in the months leading up to D-Day and was
bombed and shelled with the heaviest calibers by air and
naval forces during the night and morning of June 6.
However, since the Americans could not assume that the
threat emanating from the battery had ended after these
heavy bombardments, the battery had to be captured on
the early morning of D-Day and all guns still operational
had to be destroyed. However, the complete destruction of
the battery by a ground attack from inland required a
successful landing on OMAHA Beach and a rapid advance
to the Pointe du Hoc, 6.5 km away. Even a swift advance to
the battery would have taken too long so that U.S. forces
landing on OMAHA and UTAH beaches would have been
exposed to battery fire for at least several hours. An attack
from the landward side was therefore dismissed.
An attack by airborne troops was also considered too risky,
as it could not be ruled out that many of the paratroopers
would land in the sea and drown. The only possible and
meaningful solution was, therefore, to silence the battery
by a frontal seaborne assault.
This extremely difficult task was assigned to the 2nd U.S.
Ranger Battalion under Lieutenant Colonel James Earl
Rudder. Given the 30 m high vertical cliffs of the Pointe du
Hoc promontory, it was deemed unlikely that the Germans
would expect a seaborne attack, so the element of surprise
would be on the Rangers’ side. The plan called for a socalled Ranger Task Force A, comprising Companies D, E,
and F, 2nd Ranger Battalion, to land on the narrow pebble
beach west and east of the Pointe du Hoc at 6:30 a.m.,
scale the cliffs, and destroy the remaining operational
guns. Meanwhile, another task force, Ranger Task Force C,
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U.S. commanders, from left to right: Lieutenant General Omar Bradley (First U.S. Army), Major General Leonard T.
Gerow (V Corps), General Dwight D. Eisenhower (Supreme Commander), Major General Joseph L. Collins (VII Corps)
comprising Companies A and B, 2nd Ranger Battalion,
and all six companies of the 5th Ranger Battalion, was to
take up a standby position several miles off-shore, where
they were to circle slowly and wait for either a coded radio
message ("Praise the Lord") from 34-year-old Lieutenant
Colonel James Earl Rudder or two flares fired from the
Pointe du Hoc signaling that Ranger Task Force A had
successfully scaled the cliffs and destroyed the battery.
If either this radio message was received or two flares were
spotted by 7:00 a.m., Task Force C was to sail from its
standby position to the Pointe du Hoc and scale the cliffs
at about 7:30 a.m. Task Force C was then to support Task
Force A to block the entrance to the battery strongpoint
and advance to the lateral coastal road N 814 (the presentday D 514) running parallel to the shore to set up a roadblock. Both Ranger Task Forces were then to wait on this
lateral coastal road for the arrival of the 116th RCT and
Ranger Task Force B, respectively. The arrival of units
advancing from OMAHA Beach was expected around noon
on June 6. However, if Task Force C had received the code
word "Tilt" or had got no signal or seen no flares at all, the
remaining eight Ranger companies of Task Force C, under
the command of 41-year-old Lieutenant Colonel Max F.
Schneider, were to sail to OMAHA Beach instead, land
there and, together with Company C, 2nd Ranger Battalion, advance from there to the Pointe du Hoc to attack and
destroy the battery from the landward side.
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German forces in landing sector OMAHA
As noted in detail in the chapter on the British landings in
sector GOLD, the 352. Infanterie-Division was brought
forward to the newly created coastal defense sector Bayeux
in February and March 1944. The coastal defense sector
Bayeux, stretching from Asnelles in the east to the mouth
of the Vire River in the west, included not only large parts
of landing sector GOLD but also landing sector OMAHA in
its entirety. As a result, the formations of the U.S. V Corps
assaulting landing sector OMAHA on D-Day not only
faced several companies of the Grenadier-Regiment 726,
716. Infanterie-Divi-sion, but also had to battle with units
of the Grenadier-Regimenter 914 and 916, 352. InfanterieDivision. As noted above, the Grenadier-Regiment 915 was
designated as a reserve of the LXXXIV. Armee-Korps and
was integrated into Kampfgruppe (battlegroup) Meyer,
which was deployed in the hinterland of sector GOLD.
The commander of the Division, Generalleutnant Dietrich
Kraiss, now in charge of coastal defense sector Bayeux,
divided this sector into three coastal defense subsectors.
Coastal defense sector 1 (Carentan to Grandcamp) was
held by men of the Grenadier-Regiment 914, which had set
up its HQ at Neuilly-la-Forêt, 3 km south of Isigny-surMer. The Grenadier-Regiment 914 was reinforced by eastern troops of the Ost-Bataillon 439, which had set up its
command post in les Veys.
Coastal defense sector 2 extended from Grandcamp to
Colleville-sur-Mer, and thus included the future U.S.
landing beach OMAHA. Sector OMAHA was defended by
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elements of the III. Bataillon, Grenadier-Regiment 726
(CP at Château de Jucoville), the I. Bataillon, GrenadierRegiment 726 (CP at Château Maisons in sector GOLD),
and the II. Bataillon, Grenadier Regiment 916 (CP in
Formigny).
Coastal defense sector 3 extended from Colleville-sur-Mer
to Asnelles in sector GOLD. This sector was held by the
II. Battalion, Grenadier-Regiment 726 (CP in Ste-Croixsur-Mer), the Ost-Bataillon 441 (CP in la Marefontaine),
and the I. Bataillon, Grenadier-Regiment 916 (CP in Ryes).
The defenses and fortifications in sector OMAHA comprised more than 40 resistance nests, strongpoints, radar
and artillery positions. German resistance nests in sector
OMAHA extended from WN-59 (forward observation post
of the 3. Batterie, I. Abteilung, Artillerie-Regiment 352) at
Ste-Honorine-des-Pertes in the east, to resistance nests
WN-92, WN-93, WN-94, WN-95, and WN-96 situated
along the Canal de Isigny at the western edge of sector
OMAHA.
The stretch of beach known as OMAHA Beach in landing
sector OMAHA was defended by five infantry companies
of the Grenadier-Regiment 726, i.e. the 2. Kompanie at
Ste-Honorine-des-Pertes, the 3. Kompanie at Collevillesur-Mer, the 10. Kompanie in an area north of Laurentsur-Mer, the 11. Kompanie at Vierville-sur-Mer, and the
9. Kompanie west of Vierville-sur-Mer at the Pointe et Raz
de la Percée. These companies were reinforced by four
companies of the Grenadier-Regiment 916, i.e. the 5. Kompanie at St-Laurent-sur-Mer, the 8. Kompanie defended
the terrain between St-Laurent-sur-Mer and Collevillesur-Mer, and four kilometers inland were the 6. Kompanie
at Formigny and the 7. Kompanie at Surrain.
The western flank of landing sector OMAHA was defended
by the I. and II. Bataillon, Grenadier-Regiment 914, and
by the Ost-Bataillon 439. The three units were positioned
in what was known as the so-called Stützpunktgruppe
(strongpoint group) Vire, which included StP-Grandcamp
(WN-77 to WN-82), StP-83 (les Perruques), StP-84 (la
Martinière), StP-Gefosse-Fontenay (WN-85 to WN-90),
StP-Isigny (WN-93 to WN-96), and StP-Brévands (WN-97
to WN-99).
OMAHA Beach (Plague d’Or) itself was protected by 14
resistance nests (WN-60 to WN-73), making this landing
sector the most fortified and defended sector along the
entire invasion coast. Despite the fact that the 14 resistance nests on OMAHA Beach made this landing beach a
heavily armed bulwark, it is worth noting that WN-63 was
a battalion and company command post consisting only of
one bunker, and that WN-69 in reality was only an open
88-mm anti-aircraft gun position, neither of which can
really be defined as a resistance nest in its true sense of the
word. Moreover, some of the resistance nests had not yet
been completed by D-Day, while construction work had
just begun on other resistance nests, i.e. WN-64, WN-66,
and WN-68.
Due to its topography, OMAHA Beach was a terrain ideal
for defense. The Germans knew that in the event of an
attack, the four beach exits and gullies leading inland
would be of high importance. Generalfeldmarschall Rommel, who visited the Plage d’Or Bay for the first time on
January 29, 1944, ordered that each of the four beach exits
be secured by at least two particularly heavily armed
resistance nests, which could take the beach exits under
crossfire from the east and west.
Although there are some minor differences in the relevant
literature regarding the actual armament and strength of

each resistance nest on OMAHA Beach, the following
resistance nests are generally considered to be particularly
strong in terms of their defensive firepower and number of
personnel:
• WN-60, located on the far eastern edge of the bay of the
Plage d’Or, 50 m to 60 m above sea level (two war-booty
Belgian 75-mm field guns, one Renault tank turret with
37-mm KwK, one 20-mm anti-aircraft gun, two 50-mm
mortars, seven MGs and three flamethrowers, a garrison
of 44 men);
• WN-61, east of the Vallée du Ruisseau des Moulins near
the beach, 10 m above sea level (one 88-mm anti-tank gun
in casemate, one 50-mm KwK in open emplacement, one
Renault tank turret with 37-mm KwK, one 50-mm mortar,
one flamethrower, 3 MGs, a garrison of 12 men);
• WN-62, on the western slope of the Vallée du Ruisseau
des Moulins, 8 m to 52 m above sea level (two war-booty
Belgian 75-mm field guns in casemates, one 50-mm KwK,
one 50-mm anti-tank gun, two 50-mm mortars, two
flamethrowers, and six MGs, a garrison of 40 men);
• WN-65, located on the western slope of the le Ruquet
valley, 10 m above sea level (one 75-mm anti-tank gun,
three 50-mm KwK, two 50-mm mortars, one 37-mm antiaircraft gun, four MGs, the strength of the garrison is
unknown, probably 20-40 men);
• WN-72, located on the west side of Exit D-1 (Viervillesur-Mer valley), 10 m above sea level (one 88-mm antitank gun in a casemate, one 50-mm KwK in a doubleembrasure casemate, one Panzer IV tank turret with a
75-mm KwK, 6 MGs, the strength of the garrison is
unknown, probably 20-40 men).
Particularly the two 88-mm anti-tank guns in WN-61 and
WN-72 were extremely dangerous to any craft landing on
the beach. The anti-tank guns were well protected against
naval fire in their casemates, and their positions at the far
ends of the bay allowed the Germans to take the entire
beach under devastating, enfilading crossfire.
In addition, extensive minefields had been laid along the
entire beachfront and around most of the resistance nests
to prevent the enemy from bypassing these resistance
nests. On OMAHA Beach alone, some 20,000 mines were
reportedly laid in the five months before the landing.
To make the beach exits impassable to vehicles, the road
leading up to Vierville-sur-Mer had been blocked by a concrete anti-tank wall. The three other beach exits to the east
were each protected by a wide anti-tank ditch, the exit at
les Moulins leading to St-Laurent-sur-Mer was furthermore protected by a recently finished concrete anti-tank
wall located about 250 m up the road.
At the far western edge of the Plage d’Or bay is a prominent rocky promontory, the Pointe et Raz de la Percée.
This was the position of WN-74, which was equipped with
two Czech-made 76.5-mm guns, two 80-mm mortars, and
four machine guns. WN-74 was tasked with defending the
radar station "Imme" 1.5 km to the west. From its elevated
position on top of the cliffs, WN-74 could also take the
entire length of Omaha Beach under enfilading fire.
Station "Imme" (StP-74a, 9. Flugmelde-Leit-Kompanie,
Luft-Nachrichten-Regiment 53) was equipped with one
surface search radar system "Seetakt", two search radar
systems "65 Würzburg Riese" (FuSE 65 Würzburg), and a
search radar system Freya 80 (FuSE 80). The radar site
had been bombed several times by the Allied bombers
before June 6 and was severely damaged in a heavy bombing raid on May 22.
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Several artillery batteries of the 352. and the 716. Infanterie-Divisionen and some 88-mm anti-aircraft guns of
the Flak-Sturm-Regiment 1 (Anti-Aircraft Regiment 1)
were within range of Plage d’Or on D-Day. These were the
three batteries of the I. Abteilung, Artillerie-Regiment 352,
(CP at Étréham), with a total of 12 light field howitzers of
caliber 105-mm (light field howitzer 18/40 with a range of
12.3 km), deployed at Houtteville (1. Batterie), Formigny
(2. Batterie), and in the area between St-Laurent-sur-Mer
and Colleville-sur-Mer (3. Batterie). Then, at Asnières-enBessin (2.5 km southwest of Vierville-sur-Mer) was the CP
of the IV. Abteilung, Artillerie-Regiment 352, which
deployed 12 heavy field howitzers of caliber 150-mm
(heavy field howitzer 18 with a range of 13.3 km).
On the edge of the steep bluffs, between resistance nests
WN-66 and WN-65 was a forward unit of the NebelwerferAbteilung 84 in WN-67 (WN-67 was only completed in
April 1944). This unit had 30 wooden rocket launchers for
its dreaded 320-mm rockets and could take large parts of
the beachfront under fire.
South of Route Nationale 13, the three Abteilungen of the
Flak-Sturm-Regiment 1 deployed thirty-six 88-mm antiaircraft guns (maximum range 10.6 km), of which at least
the 12 guns of the II. Abteilung positioned at La Cambe
were close enough to OMAHA Beach to take the landing
troops under fire.
Near Maisy were two batteries of the Artillerie-Regiment
1716. The 9. Batterie was positioned in WN-83 (les Perruques, six French WW I 155-mm caliber sFH414(f) howitzers in open ring positions with an effective range of
about 13.3 km, one captured British 85.6-mm gun with a
range of 11.6 km), and just a few hundred meters southwest of WN-83, there was the 8. Batterie positioned in
WN-84 (la Martinière, four war-booty Polish field howitzers of caliber 100-mm with a range of 10 km, three of the
guns were already casemated). Especially the 9. Batterie
posed a threat to the landing at OMAHA Beach, as at least
the two western subsectors, CHARLIE and DOG, were
within range of the 155-mm guns.
Another powerful unit, the Panzerjäger-Abteilung 352
(tank destroyer battalion 352), was deployed south of the
flooded wetlands of the Aure River. This unit included
three tank-destroyer companies and was able to join the
fight at OMAHA Beach within a few hours. The 1. Kompanie was equipped with 14 Marder III tank destroyers
mounting 75-mm anti-tank guns, the 2. Kompanie, which
had been renamed Sturm-Geschütz-Abteilung 1352 in
February 1944, had 10 Sturmgeschütze (assault guns) IIIG
equipped with 75-mm guns. The 3. Kompanie deployed
nine obsolete 37-mm anti-tank guns that were useless
against armored vehicles but could still be used effectively
against infantry. In addition to the resistance nests near
OMAHA Beach and the numerous artillery batteries
deployed farther inland, the U.S. assault troops were also
seriously threatened by two heavy coastal batteries. These
were the 4. Batterie, Heeres-Küsten-Artillerie-Abteilung
1260 (four 152-mm naval guns) at Longues in sector
GOLD and the 2. Batterie, Heeres-Küsten-Artillerie-Abteilung 1260 (six war-booty French 155-mm field howitzers)
positioned on the Pointe du Hoc.
A positive factor for the assault troops landing on OMAHA
Beach was the fact that the 12 light field howitzers 18/40
of caliber 105-mm of the II. and III. Abteilung, ArtillerieRegiment 352 did not pose an immediate threat, as both
units were not close enough to OMAHA beach (the II. Abteilung with CP at Saint Clement, northeast of Isigny-sur-
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Mer, the III. Abteilung with CP at La Noé, southwest of
Arromanches-les-Bain).
As you will see later, the landing at OMAHA Beach was a
close call. At 9:00 a.m., 2 ½ hours after the assault had
begun, Lieutenant General Omar Bradley, who by now
knew that the assault wasn’t going to plan and that the
first assault wave had foundered, considered calling off the
assault and moving the rest of his force earmarked for
OMAHA Beach to UTAH Beach instead.
Beside the terrain being ideal for defense, the large number of elevated resistance nests overlooking the beach, and
the transfer of the 352. Infanterie-Division to reinforce the
coastal defense sector Bayeux, there was another major
reason why the Germans were able to resist so long and
successfully, and that was the high state of alertness of the
352. Infanterie-Division and the nearby positioning of the
reserves behind OMAHA Beach. The commanding general
of the 352. Infanterie-Division, Generalleutnant Dietrich
Kraiss, had participated in the campaigns in Poland,
France, and Russia before taking command of the division
on November 6, 1943. Kraiss was a very experienced commander who had gained a lot of experience in defensive
warfare on the Eastern Front. On the afternoon of June 1,
1944, Kraiss was informed by his S-2 general staff officer
(the S-2 officer is in charge of intelligence) that an officer
of the French Maquis (the Maquis were rural guerrilla
bands of the French resistance fighters called maquisards)
who had been taken prisoner in Brittany had revealed that
a landing in Normandy was planned for the first week of
June. Kraiss compiled all other information available to
him in a report, sent it to his superiors, and asked for permission to put all units along the coast on alert.
However, permission to raise the state of alert was denied.
General Marcks, commander of the LXXXIV. ArmeeKorps and Kraiss’ immediate superior, agreed with Kraiss
that Normandy was a likely landing site, but permission to
put all units along the coast on alert was still denied by the
7. Armee. Despite this refusal, Kraiss put his division on
alert on June 4 and tried to convince Generals Richter and
von Schlieben of the neighboring 716. and 709. InfanterieDivisionen to take the same action. However, much to
Kraiss’ disappointment, both generals were unwilling to
do so. Unlike other commanders, Kraiss also decided to
stay at his headquarters in Littry on June 6 and not
participate in the war games at Rennes organized by
Generaloberst Dollmann, commander of the 7. Armee.
On June 4, Oberst Goth, commander of the GrenadierRegiment 916, ordered all companies of his II. Bataillon to
move within 2 km of the Plage d’Or and billet the men in
tents.
As a result of this measure, the 352. Infanterie-Division
had between 800 and 1,000 grenadiers on or very near to
OMAHA Beach on D-Day. About 450 grenadiers manned
the resistance nests overlooking the beach, the others were
deployed in buildings and trenches near the beach and in
Vierville-sur-Mer, Colleville-sur-Mer, and St-Laurent-surMer, just between 500 m and 1,800 m inland.
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German units in sector OMAHA
Location

WN

Unit

Ste-Honorine-des-Pertes

WN-59

2./Grenadier-Regiment 726

Colleville-sur-Mer

WN-60

3./Grenadier-Regiment 726

2 x 75-mm F.K., 1 x 20-mm Flak, 1 x 37-mm KwK

Colleville-sur-Mer

WN-61

3./Grenadier-Regiment 726

1 x 37-mm KwK, 1 x 88-mm Pak, 1 x 50-mm KwK

Colleville-sur-Mer

WN-62

3./Grenadier-Regiment 726

2 x 76.5-mm F.K., 1 x 50-mm KwK, 1 x 50-mm Pak

Colleville-sur-Mer

WN-63

3./Grenadier-Regiment 726

Colleville-sur-Mer

WN-64

3./Grenadier-Regiment 726

Colleville-sur-Mer

Artillery

1 x 76.2-mm I.K.H., 1 x 20-mm Flak

8./Grenadier-Regiment 916

St-Laurent-sur-Mer

WN-65

10./Grenadier-Regiment 726

1 x 75-mm Pak, 3 x 50-mm KwK, 1 x 37-mm Flak

St-Laurent-sur-Mer

WN-66

10./Grenadier-Regiment 726

1 x 50-mm Pak, 1 x 75-mm KwK

St-Laurent-sur-Mer

WN-67

10./Grenadier-Regiment 726

1 x 50-mm KwK, 28 x 300-mm Nebelwerfer

Vierville-sur-Mer

WN-68

11./Grenadier-Regiment 726

2 x 50-mm KwK, 1 x 50-mm Pak, 1 x 47-mm Pak

St-Laurent-sur-Mer

WN-69

5./Grenadier-Regiment 916

1 x 88-mm Flak

Vierville-sur-Mer

WN-70

11./Grenadier-Regiment 726

1 x 20-mm Flak

Vierville-sur-Mer

WN-71

11./Grenadier-Regiment 726

1 x 45-mm Pak

Vierville-sur-Mer

WN-72

9./Grenadier-Regiment 726

1 x 88-mm Pak, 1 x 50-mm KwK, 1 x 75-mm KwK

Vierville-sur-Mer

WN-73

9./Grenadier-Regiment 726

1 x 76.2-mm I.K.H.

Vierville-sur-Mer

WN-74

9./Grenadier-Regiment 726

2 x 76.5-mm F.K.

Pointe-du-Hoc

Stp-75

2. Batterie, HKA-Abteilung 1260

6 x 155-mm guns

Surrain

7./Grenadier-Regiment 916

Le Buissonet

6./Grenadier-Regiment 916

Englesqueville

9./Grenadier-Regiment 726

Neuilly-la-Forêt

CP Grenadier-Regiment 914

Osmanville

WN-76 - WN-92

CPI./Grenadier-Regiment 914

Les Veys

WN-93 - WN-96

Stab Ost-Bataillon 439

Catz

WN-97 - WN-99

Stab II./Grenadier-Regiment 914

Houtteville

1./Artillerie-Regiment 352

4 x 105-mm leichte F.H.

Formigny

2./Artillerie-Regiment 352

4 x 105-mm leichte F.H.

St-Laurent-sur-Mer/
Colleville-sur-Mer

3./Artillerie-Regiment 352

4 x 105-mm leichte F.H.

Asnières-en-Bessin

CP IV. /Artillerie-Regiment 352

12 x 155-mm schwere F.H.

St-Laurent-sur-Mer

Nebelwerfer-Abteilung 84

28 x 300-mm Nebelwerfer

La Cambe

II. Abteilung, Flak-Sturm-Regiment 1

12 x 88-mm Flak

Maisy - les Perruques

WN-83

9./Artillerie-Regiment 1716

4 x 155-mm schwere F.H.

Maisy - la Martinière

WN-84

8./Artillerie-Regiment 1716

4 x 100-mm leichte F.H.

Panzerjäger-Abteilung 352

14 x Marder III Jagdpanzer 75-mm Pak, 10 x Sturmgeschütze IIIG 75-mm StuK, 9 x 37-mm Pak

South of the Aure River

F.K. = Feldkanone; KwK = Kampfwagenkanone; F.H. = Feldhaubitze; Pak = Panzerabwehrkanone; Flak = Fliegerabwehrkanone; T.B.K. = Torpedobootkanone;
Geb. K. = Gebirgskanone; HKA = Heeres-Küsten-Artillerie; I.K.H. = Infanterie-Kanonen-Haubitze; StuK = Sturmkanone
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Tours through sector OMAHA
Tour 1 - From Vierville-sur-Mer to Colleville-sur-Mer and back
Route: Vierville-sur-Mer/les Moulins/St-Laurent-sur-Mer/Colleville-sur-Mer/Vierville-sur-Mer
Highlights: WN-72/Memorial "Les Braves"/Musée Omaha 6 Juin 1944/WN-62/American Battle
Monuments Commission Cemetery Colleville – St-Laurent/Musée D.Day Omaha
Distance: about 20 km by car, 3.5 km on foot
Recommended maps: IGN map Série Bleue 1412OT
Duration without pauses: 6-7 hours including visits to museums and cemetery
Vierville-sur-Mer
The starting point of the first tour of sector OMAHA is
Vierville-sur-Mer, a small coastal town that extends along
the D 514 about 600 meters south of OMAHA Beach and
marks the western end of the actual landing beach.
The shortest way to Vierville-sur-Mer, whether you travel
from the east, west, or south, is via Route Nationale N 13.
Exit the four-lane highway N 13 at Formigny, continue to
the intersection of the D 517 and the D 613 in front of the
Mairie of Formigny and the prominent monument commemorating the Battle of Formigny on April 15, 1450,
and continue north on the D 517 until you reach the
church of Formigny after 500 m. About 100 m farther
on, turn left onto the D 30 toward Vierville-sur-Mer.
Follow Rue Capet (D 30) until you reach the Église
St-André de Vierville after 4.5 km.
Built in the 13th century, the church was badly damaged
by naval artillery fire on the afternoon of June 6, 1944.
From the steeple, at least one German forward artillery
observer had directed the fire of several German artillery
batteries deployed in the hinterland to disrupt landing
operations on the beach, which led to considerable losses
among the assault troops. After the German observers
were spotted in the belfry, the destroyer USS Harding
opened fire from a distance of 2.9 km, at 2:13 p.m., but
missed the tower with her first salvos and instead hit numerous other buildings in the village. The USS Harding
then fired forty 127-mm caliber shells before she hit the
church tower, which collapsed onto the nave of the old
building.
Reconstruction of the Église St-André de Vierville began in
the early 1959s, three years later the work was completed
and the new steeple was inaugurated on March 21, 1953.
There are two plaques on the wall enclosing the church
and the local cemetery. The plaque on the left commemorates the 81st Chemical Mortar Battalion (211),
which landed on OMAHA Beach at 7:30 a.m. on D-Day.
The battalion’s four companies were each equipped with
12 heavy mortars of 107-mm caliber. On D-Day, the battalion's Companies B and D deployed in support of the 116th
RCT, 29th Infantry Division, landed in subsectors DOG
GREEN and DOG RED, while Companies A and C were
deployed with the 16th RCT, 1st Infantry Division, and
landed in subsectors EASY RED and FOX GREEN.
After landing, the mortar battalion was first to fire smoke
grenades to protect the infantry, then German machine
gun nests were to be taken under fire with explosive shells.
By June 14, the battalion had lost 37 men, including 11
dead. The second and much smaller plaque remembers
Battery B, Company B, 110th Field Artillery Battalion, 29th Infantry Division. This unit was equipped
with 105-mm howitzers and was subordinated to the 115th
Regimental Combat Team. Battery B landed with the 115
RCT on the afternoon of D-Day and took up position
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beside the church of Vierville-sur-Mer on June 7, 1944.
Near the church, the battery suddenly came under German
artillery fire, which seriously wounded several men and
killed Staff Sergeant John E. Montgomery.

Plaques on the cemetery wall at Vierville-sur-Mer

Continue to the intersection with the D 514 and turn left.
After 120 m, turn right onto Avenue de Bedford (D 517)
and go downhill toward the beach.
To the left of the road, you will see some relics of the
artificial Mulberry A harbor, built off Vierville-sur-Mer/
St-Laurent-sur-Mer. These relics comprise five interconnected sections of steel roadways (code-named Whales)
that were placed on floating steel or concrete pontoons
(code-named Beetles) that moved up and down with the
tide. The Whales are displayed in the outdoor area of the
D.Day Omaha Museum.
The Mulberry A harbor, the American counterpart of the
British Mulberry B harbor off Arromanches-les-Bains, was
severely damaged during the fierce storm that raged for
three days from June 19 to 21, 1944. Unlike Mulberry B at
Arromanches, which sustained less damage, Mulberry A
was considered beyond repair. Therefore, American supplies for the U.S. V Corps had to be unloaded directly over
the beach for the remainder of the campaign.
On the right-hand side of Avenue de Bedford, opposite the
end of the steel roadways, there is a memorial to the
6th Engineer Special Brigade (212). With the exception of the amphibious Sherman Duplex Drive tanks, the
U.S. Army did not deploy any of the AVRE engineer tanks
("Hobart’s Funnies") developed by the British. Although
the Americans were interested in using these vehicles,
British production capacity was insufficient to meet the
demands of both armies. The First U.S. Army thus had to
deploy thousands of U.S. combat engineers to clear the
omnipresent foreshore and beach obstacles, minefields,
anti-tank ditches, and anti-tank walls. The 6th Engineer
Special Brigade, or 6th ESB, was part of the 22,000-strong
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Engineer Special Brigades were to provide and maintain
the technical and logistical means and resources to manage the inflow of reinforcements and supplies over the
beach.
Continue for another 200 m toward the beach and park
at the top of a parking area next to the 29th Infantry
Division Memorial (213), inaugurated in 1988.

Memorial to the 6th Engineer Special Brigade

Provisional Engineer Special Brigade Group commanded
by Brigadier General William M. Hoge, which also comprised the 5th Engineer Special Brigade (5th ESB) and the
11th Port (the latter was responsible for unloading supplies
at the small ports of Isigny-sur-Mer and Grandcamp, and
at the Mulberry A harbor off OMAHA Beach).
While the 5th ESB was assigned to support the 1st Infantry
Division in the two eastern subsectors of OMAHA Beach
(EASY RED and FOX GREEN), the 6th ESB was to support the 29th Infantry Division in the four western subsectors (DOG GREEN, DOG WHITE, DOG RED, and
EASY GREEN).
In addition to the Special Engineer Task Force and the
assault divisions’ own integrated or attached Engineer
Combat Battalions (1st, 20th, 121st, and 112th Engineer
Combat Battalions), the Provisional Engineer Special Brigade Group was the third engineer contingent to land on
OMAHA Beach on the morning of June 6.
The three engineer contingents had clearly defined but
distinct tasks to carry out. While the 16 gap-demolition
teams of the Special Engineer Task Force were to land
with the first assault wave at 6:33 a.m. to clear 16 breaches
in the belts of foreshore obstacles by 7:00 a.m., the engineer battalions landing from 7:10 a.m. onwards (1st, 20th,
112th, 121st Engineer Combat Battalions, organically integrated into the 16th and 116th RCTs) were to assist the
infantry in overcoming the numerous minefields, antitank walls, and anti-tank ditches on the beach and in the
dunes. Following that, the engineer battalions had to clear
the four beach exits for vehicles by 9:30 a.m. so that they
could advance inland.
The task of the 5th ESB and 6th ESB was to support the
Engineer Combat Battalions that had landed before in
opening the four beach exits. After the Engineer Combat
Battalions had left the beach area together with the Regimental Combat Teams and moved inland, the 5th and 6th

Memorial to the 29th Infantry Division

With the plaque placed at the base of the memorial on the
occasion of the 50th anniversary of the landing, the veterans of the division intended to demonstrate that their
comrades who died on this beach will not be forgotten.
The lateral sides of the memorial show the units that were
under the command of the 29th Infantry Division on
D-Day, while the back side lists the four campaigns the
division fought in northwestern Europe. The formation
suffered 19,814 casualties during the war. As you stand in
front of the 29th Infantry Division memorial, take a look
at the eastern cliff overlooking the draw where one of the
two embrasures of a machine gun bunker of WN-71
facing south can be seen.
The landing on OMAHA Beach and the heavy casualties
suffered that day are generally associated only with the 1st
Infantry Division, as it was its commander, Major General
Clarence R. Huebner, who commanded the landing operations at OMAHA Beach. Yet it was this narrow strip of
beach, now 100 m in front of you, where the Allies had
suffered proportionally the highest casualties of all assault
units, not only on OMAHA Beach but along the entire
coastline of the Normandy landings.
You are now standing in front of subsector DOG GREEN,
the beach section where the 1st Battalion, 116th RCT, 29th
Infantry Division, landed in several waves on the morning
of June 6, beginning at 6:31 a.m. As mentioned above, the
29th Infantry Division was a unit composed primarily of
National Guardsmen from Virginia (116th RCT) and Maryland (115th RCT and 175th RCT). National Guard units
were usually composed of volunteers who were from the
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same region or place. Many of the men in a unit had grown
up together, had spent their school days together, and
were neighbors and friends. As comforting as it was for the
National Guardsmen to fight with men they had known for
years and trusted blindly, so great was the danger that if
these units were sent into battle, their hometowns would
lose many young men in the prime of their lives on the
battlefield.
In the case of Company A, 1st Battalion, 116th RCT, which
was to attack subsector DOG GREEN as part of the American first landing wave, 35 men came from Bedford,
Virginia, a small town of only 3,200 people. The other men
in Company A came from the vicinity of Bedford. When
Company A assaulted the beach, 19 soldiers from Bedford
were killed on D-Day. In the following weeks, three more
men from Bedford lost their lives. As a result, Bedford
gained the infamous reputation of being the community in
the United States with the highest percentage of losses in
World War II. Of the 35 "Bedford Boys" who left for Normandy, only 13 returned alive. To remember the fate of
these men and the suffering that befell Bedford, the street
where the memorial stands is called Avenue de Bedford
Virginie U.S.A.
Cross Avenue de Bedford and walk over to the bronze
plaque for the 5th U.S. Ranger Battalion on the wall.

Plaque to the 5th U.S. Ranger Battalion

--------------------------------------------------------------------Historical background
The 5th Ranger Battalion, along with Companies A and B,
2nd Ranger Battalion, made up the so-called Ranger Task
Force C which landed in subsectors DOG WHITE and
DOG RED at 7:45 a.m. Task Force C had been in a waiting
position aboard their landing craft off the Pointe du Hoc
until 7:15 a.m. to receive Lieutenant Colonel Rudder’s
signal heralding the successful landing of Ranger Task
Force A at the Ponte du Hoc. Rudder’s Task Force A (comprising Companies D, E, and F, 2nd Ranger Battalion) was
to scale the cliffs at the Pointe du Hoc at 6:30 a.m. to
destroy the six heavy guns believed to be deployed at the
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Pointe du Hoc (2. Batterie, Heeres-Küsten-Artillerie-Abteilung 1260). As soon as the destruction of the guns was
accomplished, Rudder was to signal (either by radio or two
colored flares) the successful completion of the operation
to Ranger Task Force C under Lieutenant Colonel Max
Schneider at 7:00 a.m. at the latest. After receiving this
signal, Schneider’s Task Force C was then to sail to the
Pointe du Hoc, scale the cliffs, and support Task Force A to
complete its dangerous mission. When there was still no
signal of success at 7:15 a.m., however, Lieutenant Colonel
Schneider decided to put plan B in motion. Plan B called
for Task Force C to land on OMAHA Beach, and from
there to advance along the coastline to the Pointe du Hoc.
For the landing on Omaha Beach, Task Force C came
under the command of Brigadier General Norman Cota
(General Cota’s often-quoted order to Lieutenant Colonel
Schneider was reportedly "Lead the way Rangers") and
was among the first units to scale the steep bluffs in subsector DOG RED, and then again among the first units to
push inland toward Vierville-sur-Mer.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Walk over to the far end of the parking lot where you will
find a memorial to Jean Roger Saintenay, a local
member of the Résistance, after whom this place
is named. Jean Roger Saintenay, an insurance broker by
profession, led the Normandy section of the Résistance
under his alias "Dragon". Jean Saintenay was repeatedly
arrested and interrogated by the Gestapo (Geheime Staatspolizei, secret police), but always managed to pull his head
out of the noose. Thus, in August 1944, Saintenay was able
to pass on valuable information that was of great importance in the capture of Paris by Lieutenant General George
S. Patton’s Third U.S. Army.
At the foot of the monument is a plaque honoring
Robert Boulard and Désiré Lemière, both citizens of
Vierville-sur-Mer and members of the "Réseau Alliance",
who were executed by the Germans in Caen prison on
June 6, 1944.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Historical background
The nationwide "Réseau Alliance" network, which at times
had up to 3,000 men and women, gathered information
on German troop bases, troop movements, airfields, V-1
and V-2 retaliation weapon launch sites, and ammunition
depots, and passed it on to British intelligence. They also
produced false papers to help endangered persons, often
downed Allied air crews, across the borders.
Born on November 15, 1900, in Caen (Calvados), Robert
Boulard, father of four children, worked as a letter carrier
for the PTT (La Poste, Postes, Télégraphes et Télécommunications) in Trévières (Calvados). He took advantage of
his mail deliveries to gather information on the German
fortification works on the coast. Boulard’s small resistance
circuit was led by Désiré Lemière (known as "Chordeille").
Désiré Lemière, born on November 9, 1887, in Louvières,
was married and father of three children. He was a farmer
in St-Laurent-sur-Mer but his income was reduced as he
was unable to work part of his land due to the presence of
minefields laid by the Germans. Thus, he became a "letter
carrier" who could be seen riding his bicycle every day
from St-Laurent-sur-Mer to Colleville-sur-Mer.
The person in charge of intelligence in the area, Georges
Thomine, a 38-year-old fisherman from Port-en-Bessin,
contacted Désiré Lemière and he joined the ranks of the
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National Guard Monument on top of the H677 casemate

Memorial to Jean Roger Saintenay, Robert Boulard,
and Désiré Lemièreand, members of the Résistance

Resistance on January 1, 1943, as part of the nationwide
"Réseau Alliance" network. A local team was formed with
Albert Anne, a blacksmith from Asnières, Charles Olard,
the postmaster from St-Laurent-sur-Mer, and also Robert
Boulard, the letter carrier from Trévières. The small group
passed on their observations and information to Robert
Drouin, the person in charge of the Calvados section of the
"Alliance" network, who thus was then able to produce
very precise maps of the coastline which were passed on to
the Allies, mostly by carrier (homing) pigeons.
Robert Boulard and Désiré Lemière were victims of the
round-up that struck their organization in the spring of
1944. Arrested by the Gestapo at their homes on May 5,
the men were interned in the prison of Caen and were
among the 87 patriots summarily executed by the Nazis on
D-Day. The bodies of the victims were temporarily buried
in the courtyard of the prison. On June 30, the Germans,
faced with the imminent capture of the city of Caen, exhumed the bodies to make them disappear without a trace.
They were transported by truck to another location west of
the city, probably to a limestone quarry nearby. According
to some accounts, they could have been taken near Rouen,
to the forest of La Londe, at the entrance of which a stele
"In memory of the victims of Nazism in the forest of La
Londe 1940-1944" has been erected. However, the bodies
were never found. Some locals reportedly saw German
trucks and soldiers at this location, as well as thick smoke.
At the same time, there was a smell of burning bodies.
This went on for two days. It is quite likely that the mortal
remains of Robert Boulard and Désiré Lemière and those
of the other victims killed at Caen prison were burned in
the forest of la Londe. Robert Boulard’s name appears on
many war memorials in the department of Calvados.
Walk down the road to the impressive National Guard
Monument, inaugurated on the 25th anniversary of the
Normandy landings in 1969. More than 1,000 U.S. National Guardsmen attended the moving ceremony.

You are now standing in the center of the resistance nest
WN-72, which was heavily armed with a powerful 88-mm
anti-tank gun and a 50-mm KwK gun, both guns were
ensconced in casemates. On the roof of the casemate
where the 50-mm gun was fitted, there was also a tank
turret with a 75-mm short-barreled gun KwK 37/L24 that
was removed from a tank prototype that did not make it
into series production. Part of WN-72 was also a concrete
anti-tank wall that stretched across the entire width of the
seafront promenade and was to block access for vehicles to
the road leading up the draw to Vierville-sur-Mer.
Commissioned by the National Guard Association of the
United States, the monument was built on top of the casemate that housed the 88-mm anti-tank gun. This gun was
positioned to fire enfilade (i.e. parallel to the beach) along
the entire length of OMAHA Beach. The gun is still in its
casemate today, but unfortunately, it is not accessible.
The U-shaped memorial, consisting of three gray concrete
wings, is dedicated to the more than 500,000 men of the
U.S. National Guard who served in Europe during both
World Wars. The monument was built here on the beach
of Vierville-sur-Mer, as the landing on OMAHA Beach,
more than any other battlefield, symbolizes the gruesome
and costly struggle to liberate Europe.
At the faces of the monument’s two longitudinal wings are
two plaques in French and English expressing the National
Guard’s gratitude to the people of Vierville-sur-Mer for
their support in the construction of the monument. On the
outside of the wings are quotes from Winston Churchill
and Charles de Gaulle, and on the inside of all three wings,
the history of the National Guard from 1917-1918 and
1940-1945 is shown in both languages. On the defensive
concrete shoulder on the seaward side, which shielded the
casemate’s embrasure from direct naval fire a plaque
commemorates the National Guard units that took
part in the landing on June 6-7, 1944.
In front of the National Guard Monument is a small
Libération memorial that was erected in many places
in Normandy to commemorate the 60th anniversary of the
Normandy landings.
Directly behind the U.S. National Guard monument, there
is an evocative and impressive memorial to the men of
the 116th Regimental Combat Team, dedicated on
June 6, 2014, the 70th anniversary of D-Day. The memorial portrays an American soldier dragging his wounded
comrade ashore. The 1st Battalion, 116th RCT, landed in
this sector on the morning of June 6, 1944, at 6:30 a.m.
and suffered heavy casualties in the fighting for Exit D-1
leading to Vierville-sur-Mer.
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Head down the narrow Rue de la Percée toward the pier
projecting out into the sea and after a few meters, you
will come to a memorial to the 58th Armoured Field
Battalion, which landed on this beach with 18 M7 Priest
self-propelled howitzer guns on June 6, 1944.

Memorial to the 116th RCT and in the rear a memorial
to the 15082 Ground Control Interception (GCI)
Mobile Radar Unit

A few meters behind the memorial to the 116th Regimental
Combat Team, a small memorial commemorates the
15082 Ground Control Interception (GCI).
This mobile radar unit had landed on OMAHA Beach on
D-Day and was to monitor the airspace above the so-called
No. 21 Base Sector with its mobile radar equipment and
warn of approaching German airplanes. Once German
aircraft had been identified, the mobile radar unit had the
task of guiding British and American fighter airplanes
circling over the coast day and night to the approaching
Luftwaffe aircraft to intercept them and secure the landing
beaches.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Historical background
The 120-strong unit was scheduled to land on beach
subsector EASY RED in the eastern sector of OMAHA
Beach at 11:30 a.m. on June 6. At that time, however, the
beach was still under German artillery fire, and German
soldiers from some resistance nests, such as WN-62, were
still firing their machine guns at the American GIs who
had already landed there. The commander of the 15082
Ground Control Interception (GCI) Mobile Radar Unit,
Wing Commander Anderson, therefore, decided to delay
the landing of his unit for a few hours until the situation
on the beach had calmed down. Around 5:00 p.m. the time
had come. Off the beach of Les Moulins (subsector EASY
GREEN) 27 vehicles were landed from several LSTs into
the sea which was partly 1.2 m deep. The drivers now tried
desperately to reach the beach proper. Only eight vehicles
initially made it to the beach; most trucks and jeeps were
driven into bomb craters invisible at this stage of the tide
and sank. Other vehicles were hit by German artillery still
firing from its rear positions in the hinterland.
In the following days, however, several drowned vehicles
were recovered at low tide. Unfortunately, there was not
only loss of equipment; on D-Day alone the unit suffered
47 casualties (10 killed, 1 missing, and 36 wounded), including Wing Commander Anderson, who was wounded. Due
to these casualties and the loss of much of the equipment,
the unit was not fully operational until June 10 when it
was able to begin monitoring the sky above sector OMAHA
from its base situated between Vierville-sur-Mer and the
Pointe du Hoc farther west.
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Memorial to the 58th Armoured Field Battalion

A few meters away is a blue Normandie Terre-Liberté
stele describing the landing on this beach. This NTL stele
is located on the roof of the casemate in which the 50-mm
KwK was ensconced. This gun emplacement was special
because it was built with two embrasures opposite each
other, facing east and west so that the gun could fire in
both directions (a so-called Doppelschartenstand, doubleembrasure casemate).
Walk over to the pier, in front of which a sign marks
the boundary between subsectors CHARLIE and
DOG GREEN.
From the pier you have an impressive view of the entire
crescent-shaped Plage d’Or bay spread out before you. In
bright and clear weather, a large sand-colored monument
can be seen to the east about 2 km away, right on the
beach. It is one of ten Monument Signal memorials,
which you already know from other tours. The monument
marks the boundary between subsectors DOG and EASY.
South of this monument, beach exit D-3 opens up, leading
from les Moulins up to St-Laurent-sur-Mer. Looking west,
you can see the rocky outcrop of the Pointe et Raz de la
Percée about 2 km away. On the Pointe et Raz de la
Percée, there was WN-74 which deployed two war-booty
Czech 76.5-mm guns capable of taking the entire bay of
the Plage d’Or under fire.
From the pier, you can also see a narrow trail heading
west, about 150 m away, that leads up to the Omaha Beach
campsite. Halfway up to the campsite, there is a small concrete bunker that housed a 76-mm gun. This bunker
was part of the fortifications of WN-73, which extended
west along the cliffs.
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Leave the pier, walk over the remnants of a Phoenix caisson of the Mulberry A harbor and return to the National
Guard Monument by following the paved footpath below
the casemate with the double embrasure.
On the site of the former WN-72 are also two information panels describing the construction of the Mulberry
A harbor and the landing of the 1st Battalion, 116th RCT,
here on the beach of Vierville-sur-Mer. You are now on the
very stretch of beach where the gruesome opening scenes
of Steven Spielberg’s epic war film, "Saving Private Ryan"
take place.

U.S. infantry aboard an LCVP during the run-in

--------------------------------------------------------------------Historical background
Although the latest weather forecast for the English Channel for June 6 indicated some significant improvements
that eventually led General Eisenhower to postpone
Operation NEPTUNE by one day to June 6, the low cloud
cover, high swell, and strong cross-currents still had a
disastrous, disruptive effect on the U.S. V Corps’ minutely
devised assault plan.
The problems began with the fact that on the morning of
June 6, cloud cover was still so low that the lead bombers
of the 480 heavy B-24 Liberator bombers of the Eighth
U.S. Air Force were unable to aim at the defenses at
OMAHA Beach with their Norden bombsight aiming devices but had to rely solely on their H2X ground scanning
radar systems used for blind bombing in case low overcast
prevented the bomb aimers to see the ground.
To prevent the bombers from accidentally bombing the
first wave of landing craft approaching the shoreline, it
had been decided the night before that the approaching
waves of bombers should delay dropping their deadly load
by between five and thirty seconds. Due to this delay, the
bombs missed their targets on the beach by up to 5 km.
Instead of pulverizing the fortifications on OMAHA Beach,
several French civilians in their homes and dozens of cows
in the pastures were killed in the hinterland.
Since aerial bombardment was completely ineffective, the
naval bombardment lasting only 30 minutes was not long
enough to destroy the fortified defenses on the beach and
the plateau overlooking the beach.
The 1,450 men of the first landing wave, however, knew
nothing of the failed aerial bombardment. They were still
optimistic as they neared the still intact defenses, soaked,
freezing, and seasick as they were after a three-hour long
voyage in the barely seaworthy LCVPs and LCAs, where
the German defenders awaited the attack unscathed.

Most of the men still believed their generals’ assurances
that the beach would be littered with hundreds of bomb
craters where the infantry would find ample cover after
exiting the landing craft. Also, they had been assured that
the Germans were either dead or had run away after the
previous murderous naval and aerial bombardment and
that the landing would be nothing more than a leisurely
walk for the infantry.
However, the failed aerial and naval bombardments were
not the only problems the American assault troops faced
that morning. Due to the rather stormy weather and the
resulting swell, at least ten of the flat-bottomed landing
craft soon took water and sank. In many other landing
craft, men desperately used their steel helmets to scoop
water out of the boats so they would not sink.
Besides, most of the landing craft had drifted east on the
last few kilometers of their approach. This drift was caused
by the unusually strong cross current resulting from the
previous storm. Many of the helmsmen of the LCAs and
LCVPs did not notice at first that they drifted off course, as
almost the entire landing beach was covered by huge
clouds of smoke and dust caused by the previous naval
artillery bombardment. This dense cloud of smoke and
dust made it very difficult to identify prominent terrain
features, such as church steeples, beach villas, etc., which
were needed orientation landmarks to stay on course.
Both sailors and infantrymen often did not notice the navigation error until the landing craft’s bow ramps were
lowered and the infantry began to move off the ramp.
In the four western assault subsectors assigned to the 29th
Infantry Division, only Company A, 1st Battalion, (DOG
GREEN) and Company B, 2nd Ranger Battalion (on the
boundary of subsectors CHARLIE and DOG GREEN) were
landed at their designated positions. The other three companies of the first assault wave were less fortunate and
were landed in wrong subsectors. The three companies of
the 2nd Battalion, which were to land in subsectors DOG
WHITE (Company G), DOG RED (Company F), and EASY
GREEN (Company E), disembarked a few hundred meters
farther east. Some of the landing craft got off course more
than 2 km east and beached in subsector FOX GREEN,
which was the sector originally intended for the landing of
the 3rd Battalion, 16th RCT, 1st Infantry Division.
As noted earlier, within 30 minutes of landing in front of
beach Exit D-1, Company A (Bedford Boys) was almost
completely wiped out by withering machine gun and artillery fire of the still intact and ready to fire resistance nests
WN-71, WN-72, and WN-73. The high losses of the 116th
RCT, notably of Company A in subsector DOG GREEN,
were not least because the 32 Duplex Drive tanks of Companies B and C, 743rd Tank Battalion, did not arrive on
the beach at 6:25 a.m. as planned to protect the infantry
that was scheduled to come ashore only minutes after the
tanks had arrived. Due to the high and dangerous swell,
the amphibious Sherman tanks had not been launched
5 km offshore as planned but were landed directly on the
beach by their LCTs. However, the LCTs arrived there
almost 15 minutes late at 6:40 a.m.
Also, of the eight LCTs carrying the regular Sherman tanks
of Company A, 743rd Tank Battalion, only six arrived on
the beach in time at 6:30 a.m., so at the time the first
infantry landed only 12 Sherman tanks and six Sherman
tank dozers were on OMAHA Beach to provide fire support. Thus, the Germans were able to concentrate their fire
almost exclusively on the infantrymen rushing out of the
landing craft, which led to very high losses among the
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unfortunate men of the first landing wave. Also, the eight
gap demolition teams of the Special Engineer Task Force
(146th Engineer Combat Team and eight NCDUs), which
were to clear the ubiquitous foreshore obstacles in the four
western landing subsectors (two gaps each in subsectors
DOG GREEN, DOG WHITE, DOG RED, EASY GREEN),
had little chance of carrying out their mission.
Navigation errors and logistical problems led to four of the
eight demolition teams arriving on the beach more than
10 minutes late. Only three teams disembarked at the correct landing spots, some teams even landed at places
where neither infantry nor tanks had been landed before
so the engineers had to go about their dangerous work at
these landing sites without any covering fire from infantry
or tanks. Most of the teams also lost much of their equipment when they were disembarked in water that was up to
their chests in some places. Of the eight Sherman tank
dozers of Company A, 743rd Tank Battalion, only six
vehicles made it to the beach. Worse, three of these special
tanks fell prey to German anti-tank guns within minutes.
Since neither the tanks nor the infantry was initially able
to return effective fire, the engineers who had to go about
their dangerous work without any cover were almost completely exposed to withering German fire. As a result, the
gap demolition teams suffered heavy losses. Around 40%
of the men of the Special Engineer Task Force were either
dead, wounded, or reported missing by the evening of
June 6, with the heaviest losses occurring within the first
30 minutes of landing.
But even where the engineers were able to place explosive
charges, some of the prepared charges could not be detonated as many of the infantrymen on the tidal flat had
taken cover behind the foreshore obstacles which offered
the only meager cover against the devastating fire of the
German defenders. Detonation of the explosive charges
would inevitably have meant the death of dozens of men.
Thus, in the four western subsectors assaulted by the 116th
RCT, only two breaches (one in each of subsectors DOG
WHITE and EASY GREEN) instead of the planned eight
breaches could be cleared. Unfortunately, these two gaps
could not even be properly marked because most of the
buoys and pennants intended to mark the breaches had
been lost on landing. This proved to be a significant issue
for the landing craft due to arrive on the beach only after
8:00 a.m. since the incoming tide had already washed over
the obstacles by this time and the helmsmen and sailors of
the approaching LCAs and LCVPs were unable to locate
the two gaps in the belts of foreshore obstacles.
--------------------------------------------------------------------On the stone wall opposite the National Guard monument
is a small, inconspicuous, greenish tinted plaque.
It describes in French the demolition of the 2 m high and
30 m wide, concrete wall that blocked the beach exit to
Vierville-sur-Mer for vehicles. This anti-tank wall, which
extended from the north side of the casemate housing the
88-mm anti-tank gun to the foot of the bluffs, consisted of
two staggered walls, one meter apart, which could only be
passed by pedestrians and cyclists. The wall could be
blown up only after several unsuccessful attempts late in
the afternoon of June 6 by engineers of the 121st Engineer
Combat Battalion, so beach Exit D-1 to Vierville-sur-Mer
was unfortunately not open to vehicles until eight hours
later than planned.
Return to your car and go east, past the National Guard
monument and along Boulevard de Cauvigny (D 517).
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Listing Landing Craft Infantry after being hit by a shell

The crew of a sunk Duplex Drive Sherman tank

Blazing LCVP heading for OMAHA Beach

After 730 m, at No. 90 Boulevard de Cauvigny, you will
see a historic beach villa, La Grand Hardelay Villa,
on your right. The house stood unoccupied on the beach
during the D-Day landing and survived the battle with
only some damage to the roof, some damage to the fence,
and some bullets in the walls of the building. The house
can be seen in many historic photos of the landing on
OMAHA Beach. Directly above the old villa, on top of the
bluffs, WN-70 overlooked subsector DOG GREEN.
70 m farther on, on the left-hand side of the road, there is
plaque marking the boundary between subsectors
DOG GREEN (900 m wide) and DOG WHITE (650 m
wide).
About 1.4 km from the National Guard monument, or
700 m east of the Grand Hardelay Villa, on the righthand side and set back in a garden with a gray house
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behind it (No. 156 Boulevard de Cauvigny) is a memorial marking the site of the first U.S. cemetery at
OMAHA Beach (214), which also marks the boundary
between subsectors DOG WHITE (650 m wide) and DOG
RED (440 m wide). In this temporary cemetery, also
known as St-Laurent Cemetery No. 2, 457 American personnel were buried until midnight on June 10. The beach
cemetery was then closed in order not to demoralize servicemen landing on this stretch of the beach, the bodies
were exhumed in the following 10 days and moved to the
U.S. Cemetery No. 1, located on the western edge of the
present U.S. Cemetery Colleville - St Laurent. Originally,
no fallen were to be buried on OMAHA Beach, as it was
feared that floods could flush out the bodies and the
graves could restrict the unloading of supplies and the
logistical development on the beach. Moreover, it was not
clear to what extent the newly dug graves would have a
demoralizing effect on troops landing on the beach.
However, since the area originally designated for burials at
OMAHA Beach (U.S. Cemetery No. 1) was still under
German artillery fire for several days after the landing and,
besides, numerous bodies on the beach urgently required
burial, permission was granted to excavate the graves.
Therefore, several trenches on the beach were excavated
by bulldozers to bury the dead there temporarily. Work at
U.S. Cemetery No. 1 began on June 10, when 775 Allied
and 200 German dead were interred there. By midnight of
June 16, the 607th Grave Registration Company had
completed the burial of 2,194 bodies, 1,510 American, 48
Allied, and 606 German dead. The grisly task of collecting
all these bodies at OMAHA Beach was carried out by
several hundred prisoners of war from the POW enclosure
across the valley.

Dead American infantryman on OMAHA Beach

The section of terrain extending west from where you are
now (DOG WHITE) was the sector of the 29th Infantry
Division’s front of attack, where the first American troops
managed to overcome the barbed-wire entanglements and
minefields and climbed the steep bluffs leading up to the
plateau.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Historical background
At 7:10 a.m., Company C, 1st Battalion, 116th RCT, landed
as the first assault unit in subsector DOG WHITE east of
WN-70 without encountering much defensive fire. The
preceding naval bombardment had ignited grassland and
some bushes in several places on the bluffs and the plateau
above. Due to these fires, the beach below was engulfed in

dense smoke. Due to the thick smoke, most of the U.S.
assault units landing in this area of the beach were almost
invisible to the German defenders. This enabled Company
C to cross the tidal flat almost unscathed and reach the
shingle bank above the high-water line (the bank of
shingle was 2.5 m high and up to 15 m wide in some places), some men even reached the seawall (the seawall was
between 1.5-4 m high and) above the shingle bank, which
offered at least some protection against the withering
frontal fire raining down from the bluffs.
Thirty minutes later than Company C, 1st Battalion, 116th
RCT, i.e. around 7:40 a.m., also the six companies of the
5th Ranger Battalion began to land at subsector DOG
WHITE. Lieutenant Colonel Max Schneider, the commander of Ranger Task Force C, having received no signal of
success from Lieutenant-Colonel Rudder and his Ranger
Task Force A at the Pointe du Hoc, had decided to set in
motion plan B and ordered his 18 LCAs to set course for
subsector DOG GREEN at 7:15 a.m.
Schneider observed from some distance, however, that
Companies A and B, 116th RCT, were helplessly pinned
down in devastating German defensive fire off beach Exit
D-1 leading to Vierville-sur-Mer. Rather than leading his
Task Force C into this mess at DOG GREEN, he ordered
his small armada to set course toward subsector DOG
WHITE about 1 km to the east. There, the 450 men of the
5th Ranger Battalion also made it ashore with almost no
casualties, invisible to the Germans because of the smoke
that still engulfed the entire beachfront in this subsector.
The other two U.S. Ranger companies, Companies A and
B, 2nd Ranger Battalion, also part of Lieutenant Colonel
Schneider’s Ranger Task Force C, landed farther west at
the boundary between subsectors DOG GREEN and DOG
WHITE. This area was not covered by smoke and was also
directly below WN-70.
The Germans in WN-70 had good visibility and a clear
field of fire from their trenches and bunkers on the 40 m
high plateau and took the Rangers under heavy fire. Of the
approximately 130 men of the two Ranger companies (a
Ranger company had a strength of only 65 men which was
about one-third the strength of a normal infantry company) only 65 men reached the dubious protection of the
sea wall unharmed. By 8:00 a.m., approximately 600 men
(the 5th Ranger Battalion, Company C, 116th RCT, and
dozens of scattered men of various other units) had taken
cover behind the seawall in subsector DOG WHITE.
However, the men, exhausted and seasick by the long
voyage and demoralized by the chaos spreading along the
beach, did not attempt to cross the beach promenade and
the 100 m wide shelf behind it (the shelf was littered with
minefields) to reach the base of the bluffs.
Brigadier General Cota and Colonel Charles Canham,
commander of the 116th RCT, who both had landed at
7:30 a.m. on this section of beach, took the initiative and
led the men across the promenade and minefield to the
base of the bluffs that the Americans then climbed in small
groups. By 9:00 a.m., 600 men had already climbed the
slope and reached the plateau between beach Exits D-1
(Vierville-sur-Mer) and D-3 (les Moulins). Under the
leadership of Brigadier General Cota and Colonel Charles
Canham, the Americans then advanced southwest toward
Vierville-sur-Mer without encountering major opposition.
Despite a brief skirmish with a German machine gunner,
who was unable to stop the advance, the U.S. vanguard
reached the eastern outskirts of Vierville-sur-Mer at about
10:00 a.m. There, to their great relief, they met with no
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resistance. French residents told the surprised Americans
that a strong German contingent had left hastily in the
morning when the first shells fired by the warships struck
nearby. The Americans quickly occupied Vierville-sur-Mer
and advanced to the western edge of the town to a point
near the present D. Day Omaha Museum.
There they encountered concentrated defensive fire from
some Germans entrenched in well-camouflaged positions
along some hedgerows. Thus, the rapid advance of Ranger
Task Force C westward to relieve Ranger Task Force A,
which had landed at the Pointe du Hoc early that morning,
came to a sudden halt. Around noon, Brigadier General
Cota, accompanied by some of his officers, went down Rue
de la Mer (the present Avenue de Bedford) toward beach
Exit D-1. Cota wondered why no vehicles had yet come up
from the beach and worried about the whereabouts of the
1st Battalion, 116th RCT, which also had not arrived at the
village center.
At about the same time, the battleship USS Texas fired
several salvos of its huge 356-mm guns at WN-71, WN-72,
and WN-73 at Exit D-1. Shell shocked and demoralized by
the enormous explosions, most of the German defenders
of these resistance nests hastily abandoned their positions
and ran straight into the arms of Brigadier General Cota
and his group. Fortunately for the Americans, who were
only lightly armed, the Germans surrendered without
offering any further resistance. It was only when Brigadier
General Cota arrived at the beach near what is now the
National Guard monument that he realized the full extent
of the disaster that befell the 1st Battalion and especially
Company A in front of WN-72.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Continue east until after 250 m you come to a plaque on
the seawall on the left, recalling the unsuccessful
British Commando operation AQUATINT (215).
--------------------------------------------------------------------Historical background
The objective of Operation AQUATINT was to land a Commando unit of 11 men on the beach of Ste-Honorine-desPertes during the night of September 12-13, 1942. The
Commandos were to reconnoiter the beach defenses and
bring a German prisoner to England for interrogation.
However, due to poor visibility, the men, who belonged to
the so-called Small-Scale Raiding Force (SSRF) and were
led by Major Gus March-Phillips, the commander of the
SSRF, were mistakenly put ashore not on the beach of SteHonorine-des-Pertes, but 1.5 km to the west at St-Laurentsur-Mer at 12:30 a.m. At 12:50 a.m. the Commandos were
suddenly spotted by a German patrol and came under fire.
Despite two attempts to bring back the men aboard the
British Motor Torpedo Boat (MTB), none of the men were
able to return to the MTB. The next morning, three dead
Commandos lay on the beach where the plaque is today.
They were Major Gus March-Phillips, Sergeant Williams,
and Private Lehninger, a Czech from the Sudetenland, who
had joined the Commandos under the alias name Leonard.
Four other Commandos were badly wounded and taken
prisoner; the remaining four other Commandos escaped at
first, but three of the men were soon tracked down by the
Germans and arrested. Major March-Phillips, Sergeant
Williams, and Private Lehninger were buried on September 15, 1942, in the civilian cemetery at St-Laurent-surMer, where they still rest today.
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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Les Moulins
Continue for 75 m to beach Exit D-3 and the Monument
Signal of les Moulins (216), also marking the boundary between subsectors DOG RED (440 m wide) and EASY
GREEN (750 m wide). Inscriptions on both sides of the
monument commemorate the 116th RCT, 29th Infantry
Division, and the 1st Infantry Division, respectively.
The motto of the "Big Red One" is engraved in large letters
on the east side of the monument and reads "No Mission
Too Difficult, No Sacrifice Too Great - Duty First".

Monument Signal at les Moulins

Behind the Monument Signal, on the tidal flat near the
high-water mark, is an interesting, abstract memorial
called "Les Braves", created by French sculptor Anilore
Banon. The 15 m long and 9 m high steel monument was
unveiled on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the
landing and commemorates the valor of the American
soldiers who lost their lives for the values of freedom and
tolerance that we cherish so much today.

"Les Braves"

The Monument Signal marks the boundary between subsectors DOG RED and EASY GREEN, 100 m inland begins
the gully designated by the Allies as Exit D-3, which leads
uphill to St-Laurent-sur-Mer.
In June 1944, the access to the dirt road leading uphill
from beach Exit D-3 to St-Laurent-sur-Mer was blocked
by a 5 m wide and over 2 m deep anti-tank ditch, which
was secured with barbed wire. 250 m farther up the track,
a concrete anti-tank wall blocked the passage for vehicles
of all kinds. Like all beach exits at OMAHA Beach, Exit
D-3 was protected by two resistance nests, which could
take any attacker under crossfire. On the western slope of
Exit D-3, there was WN-68, equipped with four guns and
two machine gun nests. Opposite, on the eastern slope,
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Information panel at OMAHA Beach

was the unfinished WN-66, equipped with two guns, two
mortars, and five machine guns.
The opening of beach Exit D-3 at les Moulins had been
ordered to the 2nd Battalion, 116th RCT, which was to assemble south of Vierville-sur-Mer after breaking through
the German defenses. The assault units following the 2nd
Battalion, i.e. the 3rd Battalion, 116th RCT, as well as the
entire 115th RCT, were then to advance from the outskirts
of Vierville-sur-Mer to the flooded marshes of the Aure
River by the evening of June 6. As with EXIT D-1 leading
to Vierville-sur-Mer, the assault in front of EXIT D-3 did
not go according to plan for the attacking American units.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Historical background
At 6:30 a.m., the six remaining LCTs carrying Company A,
743rd Tank Battalion, beached with 12 Sherman regular
tanks and six Sherman tank dozers west and east of beach
Exit D-3. Shortly thereafter, three of the eight gap demolition teams landed near EXIT D-3 and, protected by
covering fire from the Sherman tanks, began preparations
to blow up obstacles on the foreshore. However, only gap
demolition team No. 6 succeeded in clearing a gap near
EXIT D-3; all other demolition teams were unsuccessful.
The landing of the first wave of infantry off EXIT D-3 was
equally unsuccessful. Company E, 116th RCT, originally
scheduled to land in subsector EASY GREEN (east of
EXIT D-3), drifted eastward under the influence of tidal
currents, so none of the landing craft beached in their
assigned subsector. Instead, Company G, 116th RCT, originally slated to land farther west in subsector DOG WHITE,
disembarked west and east of EXIT D-3.
Company F, 116th RCT, on the other hand, scheduled to
assault subsector DOG RED (west of EXIT D-3), drifted
only slightly to the east and landed, like Company G, west
and east of EXIT D-3 at 6:35 a.m. The men of Companies
F and G, who disembarked west of EXIT D-3 in subsector
DOG RED, were fortunate in that they were covered by
smoke from the fire raging farther west in subsector DOG
WHITE. These lucky men reached the seawall without
major casualties, took temporaryly cover there, and then
moved laterally to the west, virtually invisible to the German defenders under cover of the billowing smoke, to subsector DOG WHITE. There they then joined Brigadier
General Cota and his men, who were already scaling the
bluffs to advance toward Vierville-sur-Mer.
However, the sections of Companies F and G (a section
comprised about 30 men, which was the number of men
that could be transported by an LCA or LCVP, i.e. an
infantry company totaling 180 men usually comprised six
sections) that disembarked east of EXIT D-3 in subsector

Wounded GIs at OMAHA Beach

EASY GREEN were not obscured by the smoke cloud and
came under withering fire from WN-66. These companies
suffered heavy losses before the men could take cover
behind the gently rising bank of shingle.
Since the seawall behind which so many Americans took
cover extended only from EXIT D-1 to EXIT D-3 at les
Moulins, units landing farther east than EXIT D-3 could
find cover only behind the ubiquitous foreshore obstacles
or the bank of shingle which extended across the entire
length of the Plage d’Or.
At approximately 7:00 a.m., Company H and Headquarters Company, 2nd Battalion, 116th RCT, landed in front of
EXIT D-3. Major Sidney Bingham, commander of the 2nd
Battalion, attempted to rally the men of Companies G, F,
H, and HQ, scattered over several hundred meters behind
the seawall and shingle belt, for an attack on the defenses
of les Moulins. However, as all radios had been rendered
inoperable by contact with salt water during the landing,
Major Bingham could not assemble and regroup the men.
Eventually, he managed to lead about 50 men through the
barbed wire belts and across the beach to a three-story
house near WN-66. Surprisingly, the house was not occupied by the Germans.
There the exhausted GIs found ample cover, and Bingham
ordered the men to open fire on WN-66, which was on the
bluffs above them so the men still taking cover behind the
shingle bank could also cross the beach.
This attempt was thwarted, however, because the weapons
of most of the Americans were jammed by exposure to
sand and salt water. Nevertheless, Major Bingham and 10
men moved cautiously east of the house, infiltrated up the
bluffs, and reached the plateau. Once there, the wellaimed fire of a German machine gun forced the virtually
unarmed and thus defenseless men to turn back to the
beach. Later that morning, faced with this desperate situation, Major Bingham ordered all men still able to move to
follow him east to EXIT E-1, about 1 km away. Only 50
weary men were able to do so; the rest, unable to move,
remained completely exhausted, frozen in fear, wounded
or dead on the stretch of beach in front of les Moulins.
The hotly contested EXIT D-3 could not be opened until
the evening of June 6, and only after WN-68 and WN-66,
whose defenders had offered determined resistance all
day, surrendered after being exposed to prolonged, concentrated fire from several U.S. destroyers.
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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In the summer of 1944, a 77-day battle raged in Normandy, at the
end of which the German Wehrmacht suffered a crushing defeat.
The Western Allies had won a decisive victory and reached the
western border of the Third Reich only a few weeks later.
The enduring gratitude of the French people to their Allied liberators is impressively reflected in several hundred of memorials and
commemorative plaques in Normandy.
In addition to all these memorials, Normandy offers military
enthusiasts and those interested in military history an enormous
number of remnants of fortifications, casemates, and bunkers not
found elsewhere, except perhaps on the battlefields of Verdun.
In eighteen selected guided tours, this military history travel guide
presents dozens of museums, cemeteries, and bunkers as well as
some 460 monuments, memorials and commemorative plaques
and provides detailed insights into the battle that raged in the first
weeks of June 1944.
The author Alexander Braun, born in 1962, a retired PR professional lives in Leinfelden-Echterdingen near Stuttgart/Germany.
Since his childhood, he has been very interested in the history of
World War II. His first visit to Orglandes, the German cemetery
on the Cotentin Peninsula in Normandy his grandfather is buried,
has triggered his interest in the Normandy landings and the two
and a half months of fighting that followed D-Day.
This travel guidebook is the result of more than five years of intensive research and countless visits to Normandy.

